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ot In Our Town forum 
ourages community 
tion against intolerance 
A panel discussion Thursday helped 
erate ideas on how to fight racism at 
tern and Charleston such as forming a 
k force of community members and 
nts. 
"Tell the truth and don .'t be afraid" 
The program, titled "Not In Our Town," 
" lltmut 400 people who talked a60ut 
· g the first steps to. fight racism. 
Ira Barrett, owner of Tokens, suggested 
ing the task force so the community 
More than 400 people watched a video during a forum discussion on racism called "Not In Our Town, " Thursday night in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
something happens here." drive down Roosevelt everyday seeing 
students can get together to solve racial 
terns. 
"We have a problem we need to 
ss," Barrett said. "We can create a 
'ttee and we can address this before 
Others suggested fighting racism by windows eight floors high and 20 windows 
adopting a symbol to hang in residence long filled with that symbol. That would 
halls ·and store fronts, as had been done in a show people we care," said Liz Halbert, 
video shown during the program. organizer of the event. 
"Can you imagine all the people who The program consisted of a video 
o summer school 
r poor academics 
AA approved 
new program that 
limits options for 
· missed students 
Members of the Council on 
cademic Affai,rs Thursday 
ved a proposal that says 
nts who are academically 
· ·ssed from the university 
annot be reinstated during 
IUIDDler terms. 
The policy will take effect 
leXt fall. 
Frank Hohengarten, chair of 
the Academic Reinstatement 
mmittee, told CAA 
mbers that some students 
ho are academically 
missed from the university 
d sit out one semester, 
y try to be reinstated into 
die iiniversity in the summer 
mm. 
"The committee and I think 
that it is a disadvantage for 
dents who re-enter in the 
aummer term because it is 
der for them to get their 
GPA up and they only take one 
or two courses," Hohengarten 
said. 
He said if a student, who has 
been academically dismissed, 
reinstates in the university 
during the summer term, takes 
one course and gets a C, the 
student will have a hard time 
getting his or her GPA up to an 
appropriate lcrvel. 
-"I think there is a high 
failure rate for people who 
reinstate in the summer," said 
Charles Evans, assistant vice 
president for academic affairs 
and a member of the Academic 
Reinstatement Committee. 
"If someone only earns a C 
in the summer term, they have 
a greater chance earning a B in 
the fall and spring semester 
than the summer." 
A student receives an 
academic warning if his or her 
grade falls below a 2.0, Hohen-
garten said. 
"If a student has a warning 
and that student's GPA drops, 
he or she is put on probation, 
and if the GPA doesn't 
improve, the student is aca-
demically dismissed from the 
university," Hohengarten said. 
See SUMMER page 2A 
IBE MASAYUKl/Staff photographer 
Drummer boy 
Carl Powell Jr., junior music education major; hits the timpani 
Thursd(ly morning during a rehearsal for the concert, 
"Percussion Ensemble," in the Fine Arts Building. It will be 
held Dec. 6 at 7:30 p.m. at the Dvorak Concert Hall 
covering how the town of Billings, Mont. 
fought a growing problem with racism and 
hate crimes through community action. The 
video was followed by the panel 
discussion. The panel was made of various 
See FORUM page 2A 
. Voter turnout 
.nearly doubles 
in fall election 
By MINDV BUYCK 
Student government editor 
Voter turnout at the Student Senate fall 
election reached 1,325, almost double of last 
fall's total of 695. 
This election was the first time Student 
Senate elections were held on two days, 
instead of one. 
'We didn't know what to expect from .this 
change," said John Petrenko, director of the 
elections commission. Petrenko had said 
earlier in the week he hoped for a voter 
turnout of 15 to 20 percent becau~ the 
elections were extended for two days and the 
student improvement referendum was placed 
on the ballot. 
Petrenko estimated the turnout was about 
12 to 13 percent. Fall elections in 1994 an 
I 9'J5 both had voter turnout below I 0 percent. 
"Over all I would have to say I am happy," 
Petrenko said. 
The 1,325 voters were divided into 956 on-
campus voters an 369 off-campus voters. 
Petrenko said many of the resident halls did 
better in voter turnout than in the past 
Petrenko also said he was pleased with the 
off-campus turnout He said the commission 
had run off 300 ballots for off-campus voters 
and actually had to run off more when those 
ran-0ut · 
Petrenko said he plans to spread elections 
over a two-day period in the spring elections 
because of the high voter-turnout in this 
election. 
2A Friday, November 15, 1996 
Bernardin dies Thursday 
Thousands mourn 
loss of Catholic 
church leader 
CHICAGO (AP) - Less than 
four months ago, Cardinal 
Joseph Bernardin gallantly 
faced a packed room of 
reporters to calmly tell the 
world that he was dying. 
With almost shocking can-
dor, the nation's senior Roman 
Catholic prelate disclosed that 
pancreatic cancer had spread 
and would kill him within a 
year. In doing so, he intimately 
discussed fears most people 
find too terrifying to reveal. 
He faced the ordeal humbly, 
head-on, saying, "As a person 
of faith, I see death as a 
friend." It was a signature style 
that defined the man in life and 
in his very public death. 
Bernardin, 68, died at his 
North Side home.at 1:33 a.m. 
Thursday, his mother's 92nd 
birthday -and a day after the 
anniversary of his father's 
death. 
Pope John Paul II mourned 
the loss of a great church lead-
er and cited the cardinal's "dig-
nity and hope in the face of the 
mystery of suffering and 
death." Until he was nearly 
bedridden earlier this month, 
Bernardin never avoided the 
most prying questions about 
his deteriorating health, 
endearing himself to worship-
pers who saw him not only as a 
spiritual leader, but a friend. 
University of Illinois approves tuition hikes 
CHICAGO (AP) - Attending the University of 
Illinois is getting more expensive. 
The university system's Board of Trustees on 
Thursday approved tuition hikes of between 3 per-
cent and 5 percent at the three :eempuses~ 
Tuition will rise by 5 percent at the main campus 
in Urbana-Champaign. That's a $158 increase for 
undergraduates and a $180 increase for graduate stu-
dents. 
University officials sa:y the money is needed to 
make academic improvements such as reducing 
class si:res and equipping co~puter labs. 
Tuition will rise to $3,~08 for undergraduates and 
$3,770 for graduate stlidents. 
Students in law school and graduate library sci-
ence students also will pay an extra $500 per year. 
FORUM frompageone -----
community and campus figures. many of them had called him to tell him about it. 
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill, who sat on the "If we don't know there's a problem, it's hard 
panel, said the only racial problems in Charleston to address it," Cougill said. Cougill told the audi-
he was aware of was a series of gang related ence members that if they ever have a problem to 
graffiti from about a year and a half ago. call him about it. 
But several audience members said they had Halbert said she ·was very pleased with the 
been the targets of racism, and said it is a prob- outcome and plans on following up on all the 
lem in Charleston. Of the incidents mentioned, suggestions. 
several included problems with local police. "It was great to see people not only state prob-
Halbert, a freshman at Eastern, said she had !ems, but also offer solutions and we are going to 
been the focus of racism herself. follow up on those," Halbert said. 
"If there is ever a problem, and one of our offi- Cougill said afterwards that he would be wilf-
cers is involved it will be investigated," Cougill ing to sit on a task force and help identify key 
said. "And it will not be done quietly, it will be community members to serve on the task force. 
done openly." Cougill said he served 28 years where there 
Graduate student and member of Zeta Phi Beta was a policy of :rero tolerance. Racism, sexism, 
sorority. Yolanda Williams; .t9ld CougilLmany :of. prejudgis~any 9f,~._,~i~~,~~ µot ~o~r,ate4-
the incidents are. ~Qt x:,~~ ~it~~ .n~ .. i!c;iq,n , " .ft~ s;J.i~ ~'was ~n a cocoon and . ~fl«1P , p~ ·'?.~~ 
is taken. back to Charleston the cocoon was busted~ 
"If this happens in Chicago and nothing hap- Halbert said she thinks everyone walked away 
pens, then you know nothing is going to happen feeling positive and hopefully the 400 people 
in Charleston,'!. Williams said. who attended can touch others and make 
Cougill responded by asking the audience how progress. 
SUMMER frompageone----
When a freshman or sophomore 
is on probation, the student must 
hav;e a 2.1 grade point average to 
remain in good academic stand-
ing. A junior or senior on proba-
tion must have a 2.25. 
''I think this will benefit the stu-
dents who are having trouble aca-
demically," he said. 
Hohengarten said the proposal 
was so students who are reinstated 
in the spring or fall semesters have 
a better chance to bring up their 
GPA. 
_ ,!'I tbJ.nk there is a: disadvantage 
'f<¢ studems:to rem~t~ in the 
summer because most students 
take one or two courses," said 
CAA Chair Doug Bock. "If a stu-
dent gets a C in a summer class, 
the student will fail to meet the 
criteria of staying in good aca-
demic standing with the universi-
ty." 
Kelly Brown, student represen-
tative on the CAA. said the sum-
mer term isn't as balanced as the 
fall and spring semesters are 
because students have to concen-
trate on two classes during a short 
amount of time: 
\'(SbdOOer tann' iS a diffieulc 
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ball game because it is great if a 
student pulls a C in a class," 
Brown said. 
CAA members also approved 
course changes for Environmental 
Biology majors. 
Bock said the Environmental 
Biology department requested that 
Chemistry 4780 be removed from 
their elective because it was more 
for Chemistry majors instead of 
Environmental Biology majors. 
He said the department also 
requested to remove Math 2250C 
and replac~ it with Calcului> 
14'41C. 
Happy Birthday 
Get Ready To Have Fun 
Tomorrow! 
Love, Matt 
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hang stresses no change in EIU teachers study 
Hong Kong after unification Russian families 
Prof es so rs compare Russian 
families to American families 
By SARAH WONG 
llld THERESA GAVLIN 
ff writers 
Mujin Zhang, the vice chair 
of the International Academic 
change Committee from 
ainland China, spoke 
ursday about China's current 
ltforms and relations with 
· ghboring countries. 
Zhibo Wang, a graduate stu~ 
dent in English translated 
ltang's phrases. Zhang told an 
dience of about 100 people 
W>out the upcoming unification 
of Hong Kong and China. 
On 1uly 1, 1997, China will 
lesume control over Hong Kong 
and on Dec .. 20, 1999, China. 
will resume control of Macao. 
Jhang said he hopes if the 
bion of Hong Kong and Macao 
!IJoes well, that one day China 
Taiwan also can talk about 
fication. 
hang said the capitalist sys-
tem in Hong Kong will remain 
touched, and the people will 
still be .1tble to elect their own 
pvemment officials. The offi-
iials must have a permanent 
atsidence in Hong Kong to hold 
iffice. 
China also will not take any 
Qf Hong Kong's revenues, and 
Chey can still participate 'in any 
temational activity under the 
By JENNIFER VALENCIA 
Staff writer 
return to -St. Petersburg to 
examine RuS'sian families. 
A few years ago, video tap-
Two Eastern professors are ing Russian families in their 
collecting data on the parent- homes would not have been 
child interaction of Russian allowed. The professors believe 
families to write a book about this is an opportunity to begin 
cultural differences between sharing information between 
Russia and America. cultural groups. 
Carolyn Cooper, an associate "Dr. Cooper and I were 
professor in special education, openly welcome and there was 
and Robert Augustine, a pro- always a meal served at the end 
fessor of communication disor.:. of e-a-ch taping:," said 
ders and· sCiebces, have been1; AogostihC!r. 
invited by Hetzen Pedago-gical The data colfection began in 
University of St. Petersburg in June, and the professors are 
Russia to collect data on the about halfway done collecting 
communication of Russian par- the information on Russian 
ents and children. families. 
So far they have found that One family that was moni-
while there are many similari- tared was a mother, father, 
ties in the way Russian and grandmother, grandfather and a 
American families communi- two-yeaf·old child living in St. 
cate, there are also many differ- Petersburg. 
ences. The professors hope to The father is a physicist for 
provide data to explore cultural the Nuclear Physics Institute of 
differences. St. Petersburg and the mother is 
Augustine said Russian fami- a graduate student of Russian 
lies focus on spending time literature. A 20 minute video 
with the children where as tape in the parents apartment 
American families spend time with each parent was complet-
doing things such as watching ed along with interviews. 
television or playing video "The families reacted very 
games. positively. It was a rare and 
name Special Administration IBE MASAYUKl/Staff photographer The professors began their unique experience for foreign-
research on parent-child inter- ers to come into the Russian 
action with a Council on home, they were also very 
,Eaouh~<,lt_esearoh GnnLjn. inquisiti:v.a.abo.u.t. Amei;\_cans~!~ 
Area of China, Zhang said. Mujin Zhang, the vice chair of the International Academic Exchange 
"At the time when Hong Committee o/Tsingua University in Beijing, explains Chinese policies 
ng i;,etur.ns to the ,Mainland _,,for Hong !{q.'!$;f,~fµr:n,Jp, <;;!l~wl.4f1ng a speech Thr.t1':Jdayvifterrit!Jt>n 
· na), 1't-has 400 ri'ifTfron U .8"."'" in Phipps Lectu(e-Hal/ ip tM P)ijs.ictll SctentdJuiltlfftg. "·~ • A ~ • ·' '199"'. Tht!' grant ·Wlts''gWen'-fo""··A~stifle- safd. · .. - ·' ... 1 
the professors for them to col- During Augustine's work at 
lect data on American families Herzen he had the opportunity 
interactions. to teach English, to tour a 
.,llars, and this will be kept for 
the use of the Hong Kong 
itgion," Zhang said. 
Three things will remain 
changed in Hong Kong: their 
legal system, the lifestyle of the 
feople and their status as a free 
port, Zhang said. . 
The top official will be elect-
ed freely from 20 candidates 
chosen by a committee elected 
by the people of Hong Kong, 
Zhang said. 
"Twenty qualified candidates 
for this position have been cho-
sep and Hong Kong will elect 
their administrator from: these 
20people," Zhang said. 
He also discussed some of 
the economic problems trou-
bling China, such as over popu-
lation and the lack of food. 
In the year 2000, the popula-
tion will increase by 300,000 
people from 1980, Zhang said. 
Reform in China will estab-
lish a basic social' market econ-
omy, which will be improved in 
the year 20 l 0, Zhang said. 
"We like to rely more on sci-
ence and education to reform 
China," Zhang said. 
Zhang said China grows 7 
percent of the world's grain and 
needs to feed 22 percent of the 
Frie.nds 
&LO~ 
TURKEY TESTICLE 
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l'eatarbJ.6 
The Reverend Robert Blues Band 
llGD Specials • Giveaways • Rame 
... and all the turkey testicles that you can eat/ 
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•3."'5 
Fish & Chip5 •4.50 
Rail Mixer!'P •2.25 Dinner 
Fri. Steak & Shdmp ~6. 95 -
Sat. Ribeye Dinner '6.95 
world's population. 
In the year 2000, the popula-
tion will be increased to 1.3 bil-
lion and in the year 2010 the 
population will be increased to 
l.4 billion. But by the year 
2050, the increase of population 
will slow with a policy of one 
couple, one child, Zhang said. 
In the city a couple can have 
only one child, regardless of the 
sex of the child. But in the 
country the policy allows a 
couple to have a second child if 
the first child is a girl, Zhang 
said. 
c 
The original data was pre- Russian elementary school and 
sented at two national confer- to observe and meet two 
ences and has been submitted Russian speech-language 
for publication. pathologists. 
During the study, Cooper Data collection for the fami-
earned a Fulbright Award to lies is to be finished this fall. 
teach in Russia during the fall The doctors hope to complete 
of 1994. Herzen University, the analysis of the data during 
where she taught, asked her to the spring and complete their 
Correction _____ _ 
A Student Senate graphic in Thursday's edition of The Daily 
Eastern News misspelled Angie Allison's name. The News regrets the 
error. 
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Question still remain 
c9ncerning ~iM t~ff~cts 
of University College 
Faculty members will decide whether 
Eastern should have a University College in 
a Nov. 19 and 20 vote. But their votes may 
inaccurately represent what this university 
needs because many questions are unan-
swered. 
At Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting, 
members voted 9-3-3 to define clearly what 
the proposal entails. 
Ed• t • J "If a faculty member I 0 fl a yotes yes on the refer-
endµm, he or she is en-
dorsing the original task force recommenda-
tion on the University College, and they dis-
approve the Faculty Senate's recommenda-
tions on the University College," said 
New student leaders lack know-how for job 
Elections are over and a new were running so they could "get 
Student Senate soon will be "It seems some involved" with senate. 
seated. What kind of message doea 
Taking a look at the newly- students run for that send the student body? 
elected senate members, not one senate for name At least five candidates said 
of them, besides the incumbents they wanted to make a differ-
who also ran, had ever been to a recognition ··· ence on campus, so they ran for 
senate meeting before. and to add a a senate seat. Yet never before TRAVIS SPENCER What a disgrace. line to their had they been to a meeting. 
When asked at a candidate Regular columnist And then they turn around 
f resume. ,, d 'd h d orum why some hadn't ever an sa1 t e senate nee s to 
attended a meeting, they said focus on how to attract more 
they didn't know when the meet- ---------------- students to senate meetings. 
ings were held or they weren't concerned about Student Hopefully the student body won't follow the lead of 
Government at the time. the newly-elected officials. 
Those are our new leaders. What hypocrisy! If students want to follow "tomonf 
"I read the titles of the Student Government stories row's student leaders," they just have to flip through tho 
and ~en flipped to the sports," said Paul Hevesy regard- headlines of a newspaper and never attend senate meet• 
ing his previous involvement with the senate. He ings. And then if they get a crazy notion to make a dif· 
received 535 votes. ference, they just need to run for a senate position. 
And then there was Angie Allison, who said she never It seems some students run for senate for name recog-
had been to a meeting before because she was too intim- nition, to represent their organizatiQns they are affiliate6 
i4ated to walk into the meeting room. with and to add a line to their resume. What poor leader· 
How effective will she be on senate? Will she speak at ship. 
meetings· now ·that she's our leader, or will she still be Students not on senate need to know they can be just 
too afraid? ill '11e .yoic~ 1hu -opinion to the senate if it as active on campus as senate members. But if they are 
goes againsr the majority?-·Ob'Viously tlie -~25 students planning to run for senate, they need to be prepared and 
who voted for her think so. understand Student Government's role at Eastern. 
Previous senate meeting attendance wasn't the only "I've never been to a senate meeting before because I 
problem at the forum. wasn't motivated," said newly-elected senate member 
Renny Seiwert, who received 410 votes, told the two Jason Schimdtgall, who received 20 write-in vo~ 
audience members and the other candidates during, the "Now I want to learn." 
forum tl)at the Apportionment Board's role was to "voice 'I)e learning process needs to take pl~<;e: \>5~~1' ... 
student opinions" about issues. In reality, the AB is "at dents run for senate. 1 . 
the pleasure" of the senate. Oh no ... that's what Vice Since almost half of the new senate memberS 
President of Student Affairs Brian Anderson said at last never been to a meeting before and don't fully under· 
week's senate meeting. stand their role as a representative, the new senate won't 
The AB allocates student activity fees to the Student be too productive until our leaders learn what they are 
Government, the University Board, the Division of doing. 
Sports and Recreation, Dramatic Performances, and to 
themselves. 
The reasons candidates gave when asked why they 
wanted to be on senate were twisted. They said they 
-Tr{lvis Spencer is editor in chief and a regular col"""' 
nist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address ii 
cutss@bgu.edu. 
Fa~y Milite Chaf'r Gai\Richar<f. ,, ............ 
· kiiltir'l-achlty members leave their bailois' · 
blank; they don't vote either way and, essen-
tially, they are endorsing the senate's recom-
mendations on the University College, 
Richard said. 
If faculty give the proposal enough yes 
votes; Disability Services, the Counseling 
· Center, the Academic Assistance Center and 
Testing Services would. fall under the 
University College. 
The senate also received a list of concerns 
from the Administrative Council of the 
College of Arts and Humanities, the Council 
o( Chairs about the proposed University 
College. 
Charles Evans, assistant vice president for 
academic affairs, said the University College 
Task Force would review the council's writ-
ten comments. But voting will take place 
Tue~~a~.~ Weq~~d~~ ~ ~~! w.e~ .. E~~ 
if dte:~tie~l· s. Oil¢&l'tl . lie:rwl'e\ved · tt f' 
. .,. . . . ' .. .. 
likely that questions will remain unanswered 
to other faculty members. 
Also, earlier in the semester, many 
Student Senate members said they did not 
understand the proposal. 
There seems to be a need for further infor-
mation to the public, as well as research on 
the topic. 
Before a change is made as big as imple-
m~n ting the University College, people's-
concerns must be heard and their questions 
must be answered. 
' ' today· s quote 
Do not block the way of inquiry. 
-Charles Sanders Pierce 
Homecoming incidents 
deserved more than 
just a Page One article 
Dear editor: 
I want to apologize for the idiocy 
· of the two members of Delta Zeta 
who irrationally vented thefr feel-
ings with The Daily Eastern News. 
These two young women seem to 
think that public ridicule of two stu-
dent organizations by the men of Pi 
Kappa Alpha is not front page mate-. 
rial. The actions of that fraternity 
were those of children, at best. They 
deserved an insert in the paper, 
much less a Page One article. The 
ladies, and I use that word extreme-
ly loosely, also complained about an 
article which compared Home-
coming to Greek Week, a great 
falsehood according to them~ Wake 
up, you foul fiends. The truth hurts 
sometimes, but it is exactly that. 
How dare you pretend that 
your turn 
Homecoming is not a predominantly 
greek fun festival? I saw more Pi 
than in a math book and expected 
Mount Olympus to descend from the 
sky at any moment. Your letter was 
not a complete loss, girls .. I did get a 
good, healthy laugh out of it. Thank 
you. 
Jeffrey T. Varchmin 
junior special education major 
Knights of Columbus 
thank students, faculty 
for donating money 
Dear editor: 
The Knights of Columbus #8713 
would like to thank all that donated 
money for our Sept. 21 Muscular 
Dystrophy candy drive. The money 
we raised will be going to local chari-
ties that help people with disabilitiefi 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News encoUJI 
ages letters to the editor conce · 
local, state, national or internatio 
issues. 
Letters should be less than 35 
words. For the letter to bC printed, 
name of the author, the author 
address, telephone number, year · 
school and current major must 
included. If necessary, letters will 
edited according to length and sp 
at the discretion of the editorial 
editor or editor in chief. 
A!Jonymous letters will not 
printed. 
If a letter bas more than th 
authors, only the names of the fi 
three will be printed. 
HA execs debate bylaw 
"dence Hall Association mem-
ursday tabled an allocation 
to help fund a hypnotist for 
· g Panther Preview because 
stated in the RHA bylaws. 
rding to the RHA bylaws, 
shall allocate no more than 
undred fifty dollars per 
ter for contributions/dona-
executive board members 
lldvisers were unaware of the 
until Colette Guerdet, a junior 
and social sciences major, 
t it to the group's attention. 
ocating this much money at 
time to one organization is 
our bylaw," Guerdet said 
Adviser Graig Eichler, who 
.....,""',;·1 y filling the position of 
treasurer, said the bylaw was a mis-
communication. 
"Advisorship gets passed down -
it was a miscommunication in the 
excliange of books and bylaws," he 
said 
As of Thursday, $300 has been 
allocated to various organizations, 
which is twice the amount the bylaw 
· allows. -
RHA President Matt Donoho. also 
said he was unaware of the tenns 
stated in the bylaws. 
"I was not familiar with them 
(bylaws) - I hadn't properly 
reviewed that part of the bylaw, so I 
take full responstbility for not being 
well versed in the bylaws and not 
making them known to the execu-
tive board, advisers and assembly," 
he said. 
Donoho said the stipulations stat-
ed in_ the bylaws will be followed 
more closely in the future. "From 
this point on they'll be followed 
more stringently," he said 
Fonner Treasurer ·Emilie Leadley 
said the bylaws can be suspended, 
but that must be voted upon by the 
RHA assembly. 
'The. reason why the bylaw was 
made was to stop all unnecessary 
contributions and spending," 
Leadley said. "If we _are able to table 
it (the allocation) for a week and 
bring it back and say it is a worth-
while cause, then the bylaws can be 
suspended." 
Allocation of $500 toward fund-
ing of the hypnotist would allow 
RHA to e<>-sponsor the e\:'ent with 
the University Board and the Office 
of Orientation. The Office of 
Orientation ia.providitigJl sprirtg ,•, 
Panther Preview iio1"students ·begin-
ning at Easterns mid-term. 
irst annual Gospelfest this weekend 
-'t::t: CHINN · to ask audience members if they are willing to have a 
1tlldent choir at a local church will be holding its 
annual Gospelfest this weekend to give people a 
to have fun with the choir while reflecting on 
lives with Jesus Christ 
Unity Gospel Fellowship Choir will hold the 
at 6 p.m. Sunday in the Grand Ballroom of the 
'n Luther King Jr. University Union. 
good time in the house of the Lord by lifting their 
voices and singing J:1is praises. 
"This Gospelfest is the first performance for us and 
we've invited local churches and other choirs and 
soloists to petform," said Tayisha Nelson. a member 
of the choir. 
"This is a project the choir has decided to do for 
the campus community. The choir does lots of services 
such as ''Take Back the Night," and "Campus Praise," 
in addition to the concert," Banks said. 
Tickets are $3.50 at the door or can be purchased 
for $3 in advance from Jennifer Johnson, 2077, 
POOL FOOS BALL 
fjo11 FRIDAY 3 00 
PITCHERS 
.!.J .. .. ·' 
Only $100 - includes transportation, 
housing, & food 
Serve the inner-city poor, rural poor, or 
disadvantaged children 
Deal with environmental, ho~sing, or 
peace & justice issues 
Pick up an application at 909 E. 
Lincoln or call 348-0230 for 
more information. Gospelfest will be a tw<>-hour concert featuring petfonned by the choir such as "The Battle is 
Yours," ·"Melodies from Heaven," along with a 
ensemble by Instruments of Praise, a youth 
· from East St. Louis and other choirs and soloists. 
Cynthia McDonald, 581-2172, or Tayisba Nelson, THIS WEEKEND AT 
2sp3nn~7g. All00nccertonceto~ .. P. roceeds will go toward the choir's ~ a ( t ~· 's e theme of the event, "Are You Ready," is meant ..u . 
.... ~r-re· .... ~rt~ -~~&a"t,. ~~, · ~ h~ ·I ..,. CAMPUS nirn •>' '"')I t.ii'.)'-t LUUCI I ,,.,u :» LI ll::I L I UI 11 e IC e- . ,/ . . " .. · ~ . r ~·- r ' ,. ~,.,.. 
sometime between 3:30 a.m. Nov. 
7 and 10:30 a.m. Nov. 8 his car 
was burglarized in the Pine Tree 
Apartm~nts parking lot 
The unknown suspect entered 
the vehicle through the hatch and 
stole a golf bag and golf clubs val-
ued at $700, a pioneer cassette 
player valued at $250 and a 
Golden Eagle bow and arrows val-
Gyros, Heros, Burgers & More 
SUBS 
~Uig the fantastic 
80UVIAKI (Greek Burrito) 
...swich to Charleatcm 
Deliv,ery 348-8055 
Jazz Trio - Fri A Sat 
Breakfast Fri A Sat 10.1 
Eat in - Take out 
North side of the Square 
g;:i .~g1:2 
~ ... ,,...,.n..~~~ 
~~ 
Serving Eastern Illinois & Charleston 
-----------------------, 
lLARGE $ 99 
2 TOPPING +tax 
-----------------------~ 
· es 11/13/96 
tional toppil}gs 99¢ 
ued at $450, police reports stated. 
The police have no suspects at 
this time. 
lo other campus and city police 
·news: 
• Sajad Husain, 19, of 528 Taylor 
Hall, was cited at 3:22 p.m. 
Tuesday .at 505 W. Lincoln Ave. 
for retail theft, a police report stat-
ed. 
Italian Bed' s3 1 9 
\\ ith lril'" 
$,j-fO PITCHERS 
- Icehouse and Lite 
ERJ'S 4:00 O'CLOCK CLUB 
~~~~-sATIJRDAY~~~~-
llVE! RUBBER LIVE!.-._. 
·souL 
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Swimmers try to avoid letdown 
at Western after No. 2 finish 
By KRISTOPHER JONES §taff writer 
really good." 
However, Padovan hopes that 
his teams can be as strong and 
After Eastem's men's and women's swim team consistent in this Saturday's meet 
both placed second in the Panther Invitational last as they were during the Panther 
week, coach- Ray Padovan hopes this doesn't mean Invitational. 
the team will slack off. "Mentally they're also a little 
The Panthers will travel to Western Illinois on bit more charged up so we've got 
Saturday for a 2 p_m. meet. And while Eastern has to try to go in (to Western) with 
been swimming well, Padovan does not want his th~ sam~ attitude this weekend 
team to think it can take it easy with Western. Ray Padovan and not let down," Padovan said. 
"I think the meet is going to be real close, and I According to Padovan, the 
think we are going in as being the underdogs," he only main concern about going to the meet this 
said. "But I think we can make it real interesting." weekend is getting more of the swimmers healthy so 
Yet placing second in the Panther Invitational was the Panthers can be even more productive than what 
a real feat for the Panther swim teain in the first half they showed in the Panther Invitational. 
of their season and a nice surprise for Padovan. "The main concern is just going in," Padovan 
"As far as how we swam, I'd say that we met or said. "Hopefully we'll all be healthy and get back on 
exceeded my expeotations," Padovan said ... It· was track after the invitational mentally wise." 
. SPl'KERS~mpage8A -,··· -=-' ·-·~="'"""""""'""'" ---
Eastern is not the only team with 
a lot on the line this weekend. 
"It is real important that we 
move into third place and to do that 
we have to beat SEMO (Southeast 
Missouri) ru,d Eastern," Lady Eagle 
head coach Tracy Bevelhimer said. 
The Lady Eagles are led in kills 
by _senior outside hitter Lauren 
Mackey who has 473, placing her 
second in the OVC. She is also the 
team leader in hitting with a .243 
percentage and is the team leader in 
digs with 399. 
Against Eastern Kentucky, the 
Panthers hope to avenge the loss 
the Colonels banded them the first 
time they played. The Colonels (7-
9 in the OVC, 12-16 overall) come 
' to Eastern on a two-game winning 
streak. 
They are led in .kills by junior 
middle blocker Amy Merron who 
has 406. She also has a team-lead-
ing .326 hitting percentage, which 
is tops in the OVC. 
Senior outside hitter Shelby 
Addington is the team leader with 
54 service aces. 
"Eastern Kentucky has a strong 
middle attack, and to win we have 
to shut down Merron and 
Addington on the outside," Ralston 
said. 
The Colonels are led in assists by 
freshman setter Ozge Ak.incibay 
who has 793, which is sixth in the 
OVC. They are led in digs by fresh-
man outside hitter Christy Russell 
who has 337. 
If Eastern can win both of these 
matches, it will get the second seed 
in the conference tournament. 
"Getting the second seed doesn't 
mean anything," Ralston said. 
''What we really want to do is fin-
ish second place in the conference. 
It doesn't matter what seed you get 
in the tournament - you still have 
to win three games." 
Junior setter Kara Harper said 
the team is going into these matCh-
es with good attitudes. 
''We lost one game in the past six 
or seven we've played," she said. 
''Tuesday we were a little slow, but 
we're ready for this weekend." 
, 
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22oz. 
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'\ ' ') ,-. f · f ,. •1 I f The 'Lad'y Panthers no. '4 runner, Heidi F'ossum 
. Alp~?· ~~-91ma1 ~~~b~ -~ 
sincerelLJ than~ t~e following organizations for tCr and Notre D~e. 'according to M'clne~ef 
. "I think (being intimidated) has probably crossed 
our minds," Cristen Conrad said. "We know we are 
running for Eastern and the other teams will just 
make us tougher." 
The men are coming off of the Ohio Valley 
Conference tournament two weeks ago in which 
they took first place in their first year on competition 
in the OVC. The women finished third. 
Due to the men's first place finish it has caused 
Mcinerney to change his outlook for this weekend's 
meet. 
"Expectations are higher and we have to watch 
for a let down," Mcinerney said. · 
''We have to go in there with a goal in mind and 
purpose rather than just go in there and finish off the 
season." 
Health will play a role in how the Panthers per-
form this weekend. · 
who finished 18th at the OVC meet will most likely 
not run due to strained quad muscles, according to 
Mcinerney. He said Megan Spicer will take her 
pl~ce. 
"It will hurt us a little bit but we have some depth 
there," Mcinerney said. 
The top runner for the Panthers, Justin Weiss, has 
also been nursing a strained knee all week. 
The Panthers had a week off after the conference 
meet in which they slowed down on practices to 
recooperate from the long season. 
He anticipates the women to be in their usual top 
20 spot, while he is looking for the men to place in 
the top 15. 
"It will take a real solid effort but I think we are 
capable of doing it," Mcinerney said. "They just 
have to realize that this is the best competition they 
may ever see, or at least for this year." 
support in our So~r Drivers program ' 
Arb4s 
Broodwa4 Video 
Gatewa4 
Jimmy Johns 
Max Market 
Taco Bell 
TCBV 
Tokens 
Wend4s 
Wdb Walker 
We would also like to qive a special thanks fo 
Wendy Brown whose dedication i1 
made this proqram a success! 
Love basketball? 
~ill~@£W ~~~~~£~~ 
LARGE 
Didn't make the cut? 
Don't rot in the bleachers ... 
JolnD The EID 
BoskeTboll 
Pep Bondi 
1 TOPPING $5.99 
MEDIUM 
.1 TOPPING $4.99 
348-1-626 
Do you play a woodwind or brass instrument? 
Pull it out from under the bed and join today! 
Call Dr. Joseph Manfredo, EIU Director of Bands 
581.2622 
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fter injuri,P8rrtilerS' Romero se~ain 
IAN LESTER the o~er receive?' g~ing at it in ?own with a se~on-en_d~g injury AS p 1 RAJ 1 0 N s practice and feelmg like I'm not m the game agamst Austin Peay. contributing," Romero said. "So far it's been pretty good," from page BA --
nthef wide receiver Hud 
ero knows the feeling of 
to sit out most of the sea-
ause of the one thing ath-
ftty to avoid - an injury. 
ero, a junior out of Raton, 
., who played his first two 
of college football at• 
sdale (Ariz.) Community 
ge, broke his collar bone in 
others' first game of the 
n against Western Michigan. 
(sitting out) was pretty hard 
to meetings and watching 
Despite being -injured in the Romero said in reference to how 
game, ·Romero caught three pass- he has recovered from the injury. 
es for 66 yards in Eastern's 28-20 "I've been trying to strengthen it 
victory over the Broncos. His up, and it feels pretty good. It's 
longest reception of that game just an injury that is going to heal 
was a 45-yarder. with time." 
Romero has bounced back "Now that we have lost Hess, 
from his injury, though, and we (the receivers) have to step it 
slowly is making his way back up a few notches and give it all 
into trying to play a key role in that we can," Romero said. "We 
the Panthers' air attack, which have to make up for Tom's loss m 
has become even more important the lineup, and we know what our 
since senior wide receiver and job is." 
team-leader Tom Hess went Panther head coach _Bob Spoo 
is also aware of Romero's poten-
Romero is a transfer from 
Scottsdale (Ariz.) 
Community College and is 
playing in only his third 
game since getting injured 
in the season opener 
against Western Michigan. 
tial on the football field. 
"Hud can certainly run well 
and make plays for us," he said. 
Without question, Romero and 
the rest of the Panther football 
team know the playoffs is their 
goal. 
"We're just taking one week at 
a time_ and we know what we 
have to do to get there," Romero 
said. "We'll worry about getting 
past Middle Tennessee first, and 
then we will focus on beating 
Eastern Kentucky and getting a 
#5 Hud Romero 
· Junior 
\fide Receiver 
"It's just an injury that is 
going to heal with time'." 
-Romero 
playoff bid." 
enthused about anything our team 
has done." 
And the prospect of playing the 
second-place team in the OVC 
does not help the situation. 
"They are going to be the best 
football team we've played this 
year," Donnelly said. 'They are 
equal to no one in the conference. 
1bey are a very physical team and 
very tougp on both sides of the 
football." 
Conference stats have shown 
Eastem's competence on both 
offense and defense. 
The Panthers have the second-
best total offense (421.7 yards per 
game) in the conference, includ-
ing the top OVC rushing game. 
The Panthers gain 244.3 yards per 
game on the ground. 
On the other side of the ball, 
Eastern is ranked No. 1 in the 
conference in total defense. 
The Panthers rank first against 
the run (99.6 yards per game) and 
third against the pass (156.7 yards 
per game). 
Middle Tennessee has had split 
results defensively. While the 
Blue Raiders are second in the 
conference against the run (107.6 
yards per game), the deficiency 
comes in the pass defense catego-
ry. Middle is dead last, as the team 
gives up 181.2 yards per game. 
Again, Donnelly said the 
prospect of his defense against 
Eastem's offense is not a good sit-
uation. 
"Eastern runs the football 
well," he said. ''If we stop the run, 
they will pass the football. No one 
has stopped them yet They have 
the best offensive line in the con-
ference, and they play with a lot 
of confidence." 
Spoo said despite the ranking 
of. Middle'li pass defense, the 
Panthers \\'.jU go into tlte·~IJle 
ready' to use ooth the run and the 
pass. 
'They're last in the conference ' 
against the pass, so we'll .work on 
that as much as we work -on the 
run," Spoo said. ''You don't know 
going into a game which you will 
need more." 
HUN DER-frompage8A -~"• =--• .. ..........,$& _,_, .£&& ............... mu """"""""" SHOOTING frompage8A _____ ._,,.._.,,,,,,,,,, 
wanted to get a new start in the bring the Panthers within nine to end the 
half. game. . 
:At halftime we said the first half was Robinson said the team simply needs to 
us, and the first six minutes of the work in practice. 
d half is the most important part of ''We have to get in practice and work a 
game," he said. little harc!er," he said. ''We have to work 
t although the Panthers cut the lead to harder on screens and work harder on set-
nearly two minutes into the second ting picks." 
, F.astern found itself down by 15 after One area of improvement from the first 
t NBC center Dave Wilson scored a exhibition game (a 76-74 win over the 
r, a layup and a dunk on three con- Russian team) was the turnover depart-
've IQj~i~.. u •• lJ • .._ Ill\mt-. , 4 , .,,:~. ., 
e Thunder "kept its lead and even "Last week we had 23, eno this week we 
it to a game high 20 points with had 17, so we improved in that area," 
minutes to play. Robinson said "But 10 (turnovers) or less 
m ~cored the final nine points of is our goal." 
game, including two free throws, a Eastern opens its season on Nov. 23 
and a dunk by guard Rick Kaye,· to against DePaul on the road. 
Osco Drug 
345-7068 • 566 w. Lincoln AMERICA'S DRUG STORE 
---------------------------------------, Osco Drug 
N-70ll • 56& W l..WICOln AllERICA'S DRUO STORE 
$ 2 79 12-CJln Pack of As_:::::_s~ Good Thro 11/29/96 
r---------------------------------------, 
hff ~~ Facial ri~sue · _'!.!!~'!A~~!'!l1 
.. , $·149 
''"' .... ,.,,..,& F= Size• Plus Aloe 
Thro 11/29/96 L---------------------------------------r------------------------------------~--, 
Osco Drug 
346-nltl • 589 w. Wnc:ic:k1 AMERICA'S DRUG STORE 
the Thunder quickly built a 8-0 lead before six of its 11 three-point attempts. 
the Panthers finally scored on sophomore Panther head coach Rick Samuels gave 
Michael Shaver's jumper . his philosophy on why the Thunder were 
However, the Panthers quickly went cold effective from three-point land. 
again from the floor, as the Thunder ''They were dangerous, and it's because of 
outscored the Panthers 16-7 over the next conscience," Samuels said. ''Those guys are 
seven minutes to build a 24-9 lead. past college and they don't have to worry 
But wlµle Eastern struggled from the floor about what their coach thinks if they shoot. 
for most of the half, Eastern did piece on a They're older guys, and they play for fun." 
run - a 16-1 spurt - to trim the Thunder's Eastern was led by sophomore Cltad 
lead to one at 34-33. That was as close as the Peckinpaugh's 10 poiats. Marc Polite had 
Panthers .would.get before, half.time, . ~,ntm points 11Utw fir~.. - • • . "' 
Besides the 11-of-28 shooting from the The Thunder were paced by Shann Ferch's 
field in the first half, the Panthers also strug- 17 first-half points on three-of-six shooting. 
gled to knock down shots from beyond the "It's not that I was discouraged at the shots 
arc. we took, but I was discouraged that we didn't 
The Panthers hit just three treys on 12 come out with bounce and game intensity," 
attempts while the Thunder knocked down Samuels said. 
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Thunder rolls past 
flat Panthers 79-70 
By JOSH HARBECK 
Associate sports editor 
The NBC Thunder rumbled through 
Lantz Gym Thursday night as the team 
built an early 13-point lead over the 
Panthers en route to a 79-70 win. 
The Thunder started J}le game with an 
8::-0 run before the Panthers cut the lead 
fe.~ . ~~U: o!jbHe~ 
1"4 J)d1n ! ·ta 901!1' 1t <tead - 11 "BJ../1 
advantage. 
Junior Conya Robinson said the 
Panthers simply came out flat. 
"We weren't ready at the beginning of 
the game," he said. 
Robinson took personal responsibility 
for the lack of energy and said, as the 
team's vocal leader, he will not let that 
happen again. 
"We came out flat, but from this game 
on, as long as you see us play, we will 
not come out this flat again," qe said. 
ness that you hope to have at this time of 
year was missing. We've got some kids 
with good stats, but you have to look at 
that bounce." 
Both Robinson and Samuels attributed 
the lack of energy to the poor first half 
shooting. The Panthers shot 39 percent 
from the field in the first half, as 
opposed to the Thunder's 58 percent. 
!'If we had a li~tle bit .l>ette.,.~ttie. 
futensity, we would ha~ shot Wttef,;. 
Samuels said. 
One player who had no trouble shoot-
ing was NBC's Shann Ferch. In the 11 
minutes he played in the first half, Ferch 
hit seven of his 10 shots (including three 
of six three-pointers) for 17 points: 
With six minutes gone by in the first 
quarter and the Thunder up 13-7, Ferch 
went on a 9-2 run by himself to give 
NBC a 24~9 lead. Ferch scored three 
layups anJ! had a three-pointer. The only 
Eastern counter during the run was a 
jumper by junior Kurt Kuftle. 
Shootin 
unravel 
Panther 
By BRIAN LESTER 
S rts editor 
Not being able to shoot 
lively in the first half proved 
ly to the Panther men's bas 
team Thursday night in L 
Gym, as the Panthers shot jlllt 
percent in the first 40 minutea 
70-70 exhibition loss to the 
Thunder. 
The Thunder on the other 
shot 58 percent from the fl 
the first half of the game, he 
them build a 48-38 hal 
advantage. 
"If you are not rea'dl 
your shots are g'crmg td' 
junior forward Conya Robi 
said after Thursday night's 
''We got in a hole and we can' 
that in the tournament or in a 
ference game." Head coach Rick Samuels also was 
disappointed with the team's start. 
"I wasn't very happy with our intensi-
ty to start the game," he said. ''The crisp-
The Pa.others battled back to get with-
in 48-38 at halftime, and Kuffle said 
See THUNDER page 7 A 
IBE MASAYUKl/Staff photographer 
Rahsaan Johnson (40) and John Smith go up for a 
rebound in Eastem's 79-70 loss to the NBC Thunder. 
And the Panthers fi rst· 
shooting woes showed early. 
Se.e SHOOTING page 7 A 
Panther playoff aspirations ride on wi 
Football team plans to wear down Middle-Tennessee State's weak second 
t, l •• J\ 4 I . .,._ - _,, 
By JOSH HARBECK 
Associate sports editor 
The Panthers wrap up their 
four-game road trip when they 
travel to Middle Tennessee State 
Saturday for an Ohio Valley 
Conference battle at 2 p.m. 
Eastern (7-2 overall, 5-1 in the 
OVC) is playing with its back 
against the wall as far·as a playoff 
appearance is concerned, as the 
Panthers will have to win out to 
have a shot at an at-large bid. 
"Five weeks ago _I told (the 
team) we'd have to win out, and 
four of the five games were on 
the road," head coach Bob Spoo 
said. "And we've won three." 
Spoo said the team has not 
minded playing on the road. 
"We're a much better road 
team than we've ever been," he 
said. "It doesn~t bother us. We 
don't think twice about it. Just by 
the nature of (traveling) it brings 
you closer together." 
to be happy about this season. 
CHET PIOTROWSKI JRJPhoto e<frtor 
Eastern wide receiver Mllce Kramer (80), and defensive back Donnie Davis (91) practice their motivational 
vocal techniques during Monday's practice at O'Brien Stadium in preparation/or Saturday's game against 
Middle Tennessee, on the other 
hand, is not vying for a playoff 
bid. 
At 4-5 (2-4 in the OVC) the 
Blue Raiders have not had much 
"We would like to pin 
what we have been good at, 
we've been so inconsistent," 
Raider head coach James " 
Donnelly said. "I'm not o 
Middle Tennessee State. Commonly heard phrases included "You ain't (expletive)!" and "Whauup!" See ASPIRATIONS page 7A 
Spi~~ho~Mo~head ~O_V_C_c_h_am-p~ha-rr-ie_ra_e_x_pe-c-t t_o_b_ow-
~!~!~"tonightw.~~pl~~Tm~!~~. out gracefully among bigger school 
Staff writer long time," head coach Betty By CHAD MERDA 
The Panther volleyball team 
finishes up its regular season this 
weekend with two home matches 
tonight and Saturday afternoon. 
The Panthers (11-5 in the Ohio 
Valley Conference, 16-i4 overall) 
host the Morehead State Lady 
Eagles at 7 p.m. tonight before 
hostin~ the Eastern Kentucky 
Colonels at 2 p.m. Saturday. 
"It's been six weeks since 
Ralston said. ''We've made some Staff writer 
lineup changes since then and so 
have they." 
In the last meeting against 
Morehead State, Eastern won 15-
8, 15-13, 13-15 and 15-3. 
Morehead State (10-6 in the 
0¥C, 11-18 overall) is coming. 
off a home victory over 
Tennessee State 13-15, 15-3, 11-
15, 15-6 and 17-15. 
See SPIKERS page 6A 
Both the men's and women's cross country 
teams could finish up their seasons when they trav-
el to Champaign to compete in the NCAA'District 
IV meet. 
They can extend their season if they finish in the 
top three because the top three finishers earn a 
ticket to the national tournament. Mcinerney does 
not see tha.t as being realistic because he said the 
highest finish his teams have had were when the 
men finished 18th in 1993. 
''We've never had any really great perfo 
there," Mcinerney said. 
At the District IV meet there are usually 
30-35 teams that show up, and head coach J 
Mcinerney said the Panthers usually finish 
the top 20. Last year the men finished 21st out 
35 teams while the women took 24th in the 
team field. 
The teams that usually show up are all of the 
Ten schools except Penn State and Northwes 
Many of the Mid-America Conference sch 
usually compete, along with. DePaul, Marqu 
See HARRIERS page 6A 
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ohnny Q. Public to rock HangOut 
41'theresa gavlln 
staff writer 
Give popular mainstream band Bush a Bible and you may 
up with johnny Q. Public, an alternative band hitting the 
~-on the Christian music scene. 
Johnny Q. Public, a five-member group made up of teens 
guys In their 20s, has been aired on such stations as MTV 
Z Music Television. 
The band will make its W1tf to Charleston and will perform 
7 p.m. Saturday at The HangOut; a youth center located at 
Sixth St. 
Todd Cornwell, treasurer of the Charleston Christian 
Association, the sponsor of the concert, said he saw 
idvertisement for johnny Q. Public in a Christian music 
"ne and then scheduled a show. 
band had an opening in their schedule and decided 
on's university population would be a good stop for 
its tour, Cornwell said. He also said Charleston is only six 
hours ~from the members' hometown, Springfield, Mo. 
'We just caught them at a good time," Cornwell said. 
The cost for the concert is $I 0 in advance arld $12 at the 
door. Those interested In buying tickets can pick them up at 
7th and Glory Bookstore, across from Old Main, or call 34 
8886. 
johnny Q. Public has won a Dove award for Alternative 
Video of the Year for their song "Body Be" and was also 
nominated for three other Dove awards. 
Three of their songs have made the Christian 
Contemporiry Music Magazine charts, Cornwell said. These 
songs are ''Scream:• "Secret Trees" and "Body Be." 
Cornwell described the group as extraordinary, and they 
have received quite a bit of air play on both secular and 
Christian music stations. 
"They are an excellent band:' Cornwell said. 
·''They play their hearts out, and they have a good ministry 
message." 
The band may not be too popular among Eastern stu-
dents, they may not attract mammoth crowds, but the mem-
bers do low playing music. 
"Whether we get a lot of air play or have a video that 
plays on MTV doesn't matter because johnny Q. Public per-
fonns because we're friends first and foremost, arld we really 
just dig each other's company;" said lead singer Dan Fritz in a 
press ·release. "That's a major part of our sound - that 'I 
know what you're gonna do next' thing that makes us who 
we are - johnny Q. Public:• 
In regards to ticket sales, Cornwell said, "'Ne have room 
for 200 people and we don't have half those tickets sold yet.. 
We're looking at hopefully selling I 00 tickets by Saturday:' 
A local act will be opening for the band, Cornwell said. 
They will be playing for about 15 to 20 minutes before 
johnny Q. Public comes on. 
Cornwell said the opening act is unnamed because they 
are not looking for a professional musical career. 
"They are a group of guys who are a really outstanding 
group of musicians and have played professionally before, but 
they sponsor Christian band perlonnances," Cornwell said. 
r ' • 
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n the other hand ••• 
A weekly column by two people who prove that there are two ways to look at everything. 
d'donna cuisia 
Women take pride in the many 
womanly, maternal aspects of their 
character. They have that •women's 
intuition.' They have that •motherly 
instinct.' But most of all, they have 
mastered the art of lying. 
Guys need to watch out for us; they probably didn't even 
know how good we actually were. 
But before I rub it into men's faces that their significant 
others might be.pulling the wool over their eyes about where 
they were last night, I offer a list of common white lies that 
have been told by almost every girl at least once in her life. 
Hint: If the sentence starts with •1 swear,• it's most likely 
not the whole truth. 
•I swear I was at home last night ... who are-you going 
to believe, me or your friends? 
• Those pants aren't tight. They're just a little snug. But 
d'andrew rodgers 
Of all the virtues which ·make a 
man,• lying usually isn't counted as 
very importanf. I beg to differ. 
Lying to your significant other is 
usually a bad thing. However, lying to 
other women of power isn't always so 
terrible. Take for instance that horrible sweater Aunt Vera 
bought you last Christmas. Next time you're over at her place 
and she asks if you ever wear it ... what are you going to tell 
her? Of course you're going to lie. 
Or how about that psycho ex-girlfriend that always seemed 
to drag one of her friends along when you went on a date with 
her. Most guys would probably lie and Stff they didn't care if 
she asked. 
It's just a fact of life: There are times when guys just have to 
lie. Times when it is not only morally imperative but necessary 
that guys not tell the truth. The big problem here is that fcir 
some reason, men can't lie to women. 
.they'.re ~... • 
• I'm a reai cheap-date, •• 
•Sure, I don't mind watching "Terminator" ... again. 
• I understand football. 
I don't know if ifs some sort of gender thing, or if women just 
_; ;. Hlll/8''a1~xt1f'sen1!~·'. .. bl.it riio&twdm~n' rve evermt!t• tftwa'}~ 
know when a guy Is lying. Call me crazy for wandering, but how 
do women do that? 
• I swear you're my first. 
• Girls don't fart. 
• Tighty-whities are so cute. 
• I have to get a manicure ... the interviewers look at 
your nails. 
Sorry to break it to you, guys. Women just aren't always 
of a truthful nature. 
And don't cringe, girls - you know it's true. 
Women are much better liars than men. You have proba-
bly noticed but have been too ashamed to admit it. But 
today, I've opened- Pandora's Box and men probably will 
hate us forever. {Can't say that would be all that bad!) 
We have perfected the skill of telling tall tales and little 
white lies. 
Women are naturally the more calm and collected gender 
when it comes to fibbing. We have the ability to role play 
and act and believe what we're saying is true. The lies just 
flow from out mouths like tl'le "Pied~ of Allegiance to the· 
Flag• in firstgraae: - - - · • ~ -- · · · 
Women are more creative than men. We've watched so 
many soap operas and read so many romance novels that 
we have the general idea of how to lie even if we think we 
cant 
Women know that men are gullible; they know that a man 
will believe at least some of what a woman is saying. 
Women get frustrated with men. And when women get 
frustrated, they have to lash out ... somehow. 
Women realize men's irrational behavior. They know that 
if they tell the truth, a situation will be much worse than it 
could be ... so they lie. 
Women live by the saying "What you don't know won't 
hurt you.' 
And probably the most important reason why women lie 
to men is that women are sensitive to men's feelings. They 
don't want to hurt a man's feelings, at least not on the spot, 
so they lie. 
We don't knpw where the talent for lying originated, but 
we have been blessed. We do~~.lqlow.. why .w~re so good, 
but we continue to conquer. And we don't know when we 
will realize lying is a negative thing, but we'll just wait and 
s~ . 
Ifs.been debated that men are better than women - how 
supposedly they're stronger and smarter. All I have to say 
about that is, like I said before, women are great liars and 
we've probably just convinced and manipulated a man to 
believe that. 
I do not condone lying, nor do 1 think lying does situations 
any good. But if you've got a talent, wfly not use it? 
To contact donna e-mail her at cudac1@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu 
Well I've pretty much discarded the idea that women are 
psychic, and I don't know any women who have hired private 
investigators to seek out the truth. So that leads me to only one 
inescapable conclusion: men can't lie. 
Almost fN0ry time we try to streich the truth, we get caught, 
and yet we keep trying. 
There are many reasons why guys are bad liars. 
For starters, guys tend to make things more complicated . 
than they need to be. For instance, if some fellow were to for-
get his gal's birthday, he might concoct some bizarre epic story 
instead of creating a small white lie that could be easy to cover 
up later. 
If you forget your lady's birthday, don't tell her you were 
expecting a package of fine chocolates from Brussels - later 
on it will be hard to prove you ever ordered anything. Such an 
unfortunate guy might end up having to fabricate a sales slip 
from an imaginary confectionery store in Germany ... all 
be<',a4se hit cl)Q$e to IT)ake. t~ings \oo_ complicated. 
~ • Mbst gliy5 also llaye a tendeqcy lo gwe' 'off sign~- th.at th~y , 
aren't' teilinirttte 1ruth.'Some'1elloW5 wlfnkle the'sl<irfotl tl1elr 
forehead when they are lying. Others shuffle their feet, refuse 
to make eye contact or even stutter uncontrollably. 
In a way we're giving up the battle before we even pick up 
the rifle. How do we ever expect to get away with anything 
when we just tell everyone we're lying with our body language? 
Ifs time that we took control and learned to lie correctly. Ifs 
important to preserve the sanctity of all our lies about poker 
night, bad sweaters and Monday night football. 
So where do we start? How do we train ourselves to lie cor-
rectly? 
The best advice I can give is this: watch women more often. 
Women lie all the time. They lie so much that ifs hard to dis-
tinguish between the truth and the lies. In fact, many women I 
know have elevated lying to an art form. 
The best time to watch a woman lie is when she is talking 
with her mother. For some reason all women lie to their mothers. 
It is when women confront their female parental unit lhat 
they seem to let down their guards and let awesome fibs go. 
Moms just seem to ask their daughters questions that they 
really-don't want the.answers. 
Guys on the other hand, never He to mom. If she wants to 
know if you've ever worn women's underwear, then by God you 
tell her. Women just don't have the guts (or stupidity) to answer 
blatantly embarrassing questions that their moms ask. 
I guess it's really hard to explain in so few words, but it 
seems as if women have also discovered that it is very impor-
tant to learn how to lie to other women. 
Guys need to sit up and pay attention - it's time we learned 
how to lie. So stop using your own brain and making a fool of 
yourself ... listen to your gal next time she ~II~ her mom. 
To contact andrew e-mail him al cuawr@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu 
·on the Other Hand" is a weekly column that illuminates the ugly, exposes the underbelly 
of whatever and generally tries to make a mess of things. Donna and Andrew are "just 
friends." Questions, letters of admiration or general threats should be e-mailed to them direct-
ly. Letters may be used as the basis for future columns. My current or ex-l>O'jfrlendslgirt-
friends of the above-mentioned columnists should get used to being made ftln of. 
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CARRY·OUT AND DELIVERY 
Get a 14" Thin Crust Pizza 
with One Topping for just 
$8.95fora16" 
One Topping Pizza $795 
2nd One Topping 
Pizza for just $5 
I Good 7 Days a Week on Cany-Ont & Delivery 
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DO YOU NEED HELP? 
*FREE Pregnancy Tests 
"'Accurate Information 
*Strictly C-onfidential 
"'Post-Abortion Support 
CRISIS PRE_GNA!'.{CY CENJ'ER 
CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME! 
~~ £14.o Large Selection of Used CDs 
~ ~~ ~~ 0~ Most from'~ to'?~ 
n v4 ~ Also Posters, laeense, i lmts 
·~ ~Y= # Check out our Frequent Buyers Program! 
. ~~Cd ~ 1414 &tb st. (fonnerlf coach Eddy' 
-C'\. ~-- II to 9 M·S • II to 6 sGN 
PREGNANTI HAVE KIDS?'r~"'i .G 
The Coles. County Health Department Oft'ers: 
WIC • Family Case ManaJ?:elll.~nt • lml}'lunizations • 
School Ph)'.sic;aJs.... • ~niily PICl[lning S~rvices • 
Free HIV Testing and Counseling 
Call to find out what we can do for you! 
348-0530 I 258-0530 • 825 18th Street, Charleston 
office hours 8:30-4:30 Monday - Friday 
Ji"'.1 Walkers 
Honda Repair Shop 
... \.~~ 345-3758 ~~ ,.,.~ v'<>ur.prices tst ~.-:., 
r------------------------
424 W. Lincoln"TCSY:'freats 548·5556 
Yogurt• Ice Cream •Shaved Ice 
50f OFF Any "Tcev: 
Menu Item Over $1.50 fl 
Not valid with any other offer. ·' L-----------------------
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Crash Test Dummies back after 3 years 
, 
4!1"andrew rodgers 
staff writer 
I t's a good thing that Brad Roberts decided not to pursue a career as a professional hockey player. If he had, 
the world might have never gotten the 
lhance to truly hum along with the radio. 
In another life maybe Roberts - the 
onating throat man for the Crash Test 
mmies - would have gone on to 
lecome the star power center for the 
couver Canucks. But in this world he 
s gained international fame for his 
cellent musicianship, insightful lyrics 
and signature deep voice. "I'm not a bad 
lockey player:• Roberts said recently in a 
Jhone interview from his hotel in New 
Tork. "I'm just a better guitar player." 
Currently the Dummies are on a 
te-hopping tour in support of A do." 
The Crash Test Dummies 
Worm's Ufe - their third full-length LP. On this new album, Roberts said he 
The quintet will perform two shows dur- and his cohorts: brother and bassist Dan 
Ing the opening week of the House of Roberts, keyboardist Ellen Reid, harmon-
81ues in Chicago. ica player Benjamin Darvil and drummer 
It's been a while since the Dummies Mitch Dorge, tried to create a harder-
released anything of substance. Three edged sound than what was typical of the 
1ears ago, the group released God other two albums. 
Shuffled His Feet, the critically acclaimed "Our first record was country and 
album that introduced the world to the folk influenced. I was listening to people 
easy to imitate Campbell's soup song: like Steve Earl and Lyle Lovett:' he said. 
"MMMM MMMM MMMM MMMM." "The second record was ... a bit more 
In the early months of 1995, the group aggressive. It wasn't sp folkSy and organ-
teleased a cover of XTC's "The Ballad of ic; it was a little more edgy:• 
Peter Pumpkin Head" on the "Dumb and '"the main reason for changing music 
Dumber" soundtrack compilation. But is· simply that it would be boring to do 
while the song scored as a number one the _same thing over and over again," 
pop single in Canada, it failed to take Roberts said. "When I first took up gui-
hold in the U.S. tar, I was into KISS and Alice Cooper 
The choice of an XTC song for and all that shit. That's all I did was play 
IOu~nd Dumber" ff~.11.. r:\o cpifl~i,, ,, lqqd ,elec;trJ_c, gui~rs (with) h~vy distor-~ ~«'fC is a personl favorite tion. And now on this record fve kind of 
of Roberts'. returned to my teenage years in.a funny 
"I own every single record they've kind of way:• 
ever made, and I think they are brilliant The Dummies probably won't garner 
ilnovative pop writers:• he said. "I defi- the same amount of attention with this 
iiltely have been influenced by what they album as they did ·with their last two -
but that's OK with Roberts. His goal in 
life is to just keep making records and 
writing interesting music. 
"I just get bored with the same music 
after a while," he said. "I have to write 
something new. That's what I like doing 
and that's what the band likes doing -
arranging new material, creating and ~ot 
just playing away like slaves every night." 
Even though Roberts writes the songs, 
the ~h Test Dummies are In no way a 
one-man show. 
"It's a fairly rational process," he said. 
"The way our records sound is definitely 
the result of a collective effort. At the 
end of the day, the recard is going to 
hang together as a coherent unit because 
it's been written by me and be~n 
arranged by my bandmates and me. 
"Each song is an experiment in bend-
!ng the rul~s .of pop mustc,"._he. ·said. 
"Uoosual ke-y ... ~signatur&~· 111tusual 
melodies, left of mainstream approach to 
the lyrics - all that." 
The Crash Test Dummies will perform 
on Nov. 27 and 28 at the new House of 
Blues in Chicago. Tickets are available 
DummieS lined up for House of Blues opening 
Chicago has been considered to have one of the best blues 
scenes in America for a long time. But on Nov. 24, things are 
JOing to start getting really interesting - that's when the House of 
Blues will open up its fourth chain in Chicago. 
And oh, what a night is planned for its grand opening. Not only 
will the Blues Brothers (Dan Aykroyd, James Belushi and John 
lioodman) howl the night away, but Joe Walsh, Isaac Hayes, Paul 
hirer, Big Daddy Kinsey, Clarence Gatemouth Brown and even 
•Cheers" legend George Wendt will be on hand to contribute to 
die festivities. Oh, did I forget to mention that James Brown will 
be performing too~ 
The House of Blues-Chicago also has booked a number of 
high-profile blues entertainers to perform in the next few weeks. 
In November, Bobby Blue Band and Koko Taylor, Kenny Wayne 
Shepard and Crash Test Dummies will perform. December will 
bring the likes of Aretha Franklin, Johnny Cash, George Ointon & 
the P-Funk All Stars and Mavis Staples & the Staple Sisters. The 
Neville Brothers and Littl~ Feat will Stop by in January. 
Tkkets can be had by calling Ticketmastet or b)r 'Calling· the 
House of Blues at (312)-527-2583". 
Fans will be 
happy •• maybe 
'1flandrrrw rodgers 
staff wriler 
While most Crash Test Dummies fans will be happy 
that the group has come out with another album. it's 
doubdul if many Will sing the praises of A Y.bmls life -
the group's thkd fuU-length disc.. 
The Dti~ stormed the world with God Shuffled 
Hi$ Fm three years ago, The song "MMMM MMMM 
MMMM MMMM" (commonly referred to as the 
Campbell's soup song) became an illstant radio fairorite 
and thrust the band lilto the ~me.light. 
Nearly fMl'Y song on the group's 1-ast twO albums 
were memorable in some wq - not so UIS go 'round. 
A 'M>rm~ Lili: is downright depressing whSI c~ 
m some d OM! blnd's earter VfOl'ics. 
And wfllle there aren't art'/ brain catcNng songs 
hen!. twO or three do stand out as poppy and dance-
alk. 
• "He Uked to Feei It." a sorig about a boy who liked 
to pull out his teeth. is clearly the best song Oil the 
album. The Vlleird tfq Is that it sounds like it~ fit 
well ontO one d the group's other albums. 
lead srcer Brad Roberts has beenrecogn .... -.i.llzed-4 b' a 
Kq time as a talented lyricisr. The album's first a:ad<. 
''Ovenchlevers:· highlights RoberU talent rather wel. 
It's a bl song to listen to s~ because d the catchy 
lyrics. 
The very last sorig Oil the album isn't coo bad either. 
"Swatting Ries." 1 song which the group dedicated to 
"Miss v.bnns on Room 104, 1970-71:· is one of the 
sbNest songs on the album, yet stiU manages to seem 
~ and exciq. The childish melody and Roberts' 
deep voice mailci! this sorw stand out frcm the other 
slower ballads oo !he album. 
Nodq else on the disc really measures up to the 
past triumphs d the band. Neartf ,,.,.,.., ~ on the 
abJm was toes sbw or had to0 rTllCh $tJJff in n:. 
Case 11'1 point, "All of This Ugfy; the 8ghdl ~ on 
A v.tMm ~ Life has an electric guitar solo from hell. It 
sounds as if the band just randomly toOk a riff from a 
1980s hair rock band to create a transition to a MW 
~ - it doesn't 'NOf'k 
It almost seems as if the group was deliberately try-
ing to create cop ten songs that people 'WOUid ~Ice. But 
Instead of appealing to everyone hke the album did. the 
band has succeeded n alienating many would-be fans 
widl A 'M>im~ "*" This is a roost-buy CO only for true 
fans. If you only want to hear the good tracks, tape 
them off the ra<Ao or buy a sVigle. 
CRASH TEST DUMMIES 
AWORM,SUFE 
{ARISTA) 
DI 
City of New Orleans in Champaign Free 
NEED AN HIV TEST? 
Free, Anonymous Testing and Counseling 
Is available at the Coles County Health Department 
825 18th Street in Charleston 
Testing also provided at Eastern's Health Service 
after hours on Thursdays 
Call the Health Department to make an 
appointment for either testing site 
348-0530 I 258-0530 
ask for Joyce or Judy · · · 
8 p.m. Fri. Nov. 15 
9 p.m. Fri. Nov. 15 
111......., --- $15 ~..-..~~-----"~~~ 
Mables in Champaign $5 
~--Cly of New Orleans IA Clmpllgn $5 
-----sa-··"--~ 
Mables in Champaign 
1W's 
City ot New Orleans in Champaign 
$5 
S3 
$3 
345-9732 
(217) 359-2489 
(217) 351-7444 
7)1$1•14oM 
~~-
345·9732 
345-9732 
(217) 359-2489 
.-····-·-·--····---
(217) 328-5701 
(217) 328·5701 
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Go nuts at Friends & Co. 
•rian lester 
st;Jff writer 
But the festival of music, giveaways and food 
is not just being done to give people something 
different to do on a Saturday afternoon - it's 
for charity. 
ber Mark Butler said the amount of time his 
band plays depends on how the festival is 
going. 
"We (played at the festival) last year and we 
play at Friends regularly," Butler said. "We try 
to play at a benefit once or twice a year." 
With Thanksgiving just around the comer, 
Friends & Co., 509 Van Buren, Is putting on its 
Turkey Testicle Festival from I to 5 p.m. Satur-
day to support the Charleston Food Pantry. 
"We did (the festival) four years ago and it 
worked out really well," said Shannon Sher-
wood, the owner of Friends & Co. "It kind of 
took on a life of its own from there." 
"The profit from the sales of the commemo-
rative T-shirts will go to the food pantry in 
order to help people out over Thanksgiving," 
Sherwood said. "There isn't a cost but we 
encourage people to bring can goods." 
Getting the band to play this year was not a 
problem Sherwood said. 
''The band actually approached me and asked 
if they could play again," she said. 
Sherwood is expecting a good turnout from 
hungry turkey testicle eaters. ''There was an 
incredible turnout at the festival last year," 
Sherwood said. "Last year the testicles were 
gone in the first 15 minutes of the festival. So 
this year I will have I 00 pounds on hand so that 
we won't run out like last year;" 
Sherwood said a drawing for a gas grill will be 
held. For every can good brought to Friends, a 
ticket for the drawing will be issued. The 
canned goods collected from the drawing will 
go to the food pantry. 
"We are mostly a traditional blues band," 
Butler said. "We have a slide guitarist and a 
pretty good harmonica player. We do a lot of 
Robert Johnson and Johnny Shines music. We 
do a couple of originals too, though." Sherwood also said that the local Miller Gen-
uine Draft representative will be holding other 
giveaways throughout the day. 
With a band providing the entertainment 
and the proceeds benefiting the local food 
pantry, Sherwood is expecting a good turnout 
Saturday. 
The Reverend Robert Blues Band Is scheduled 
to play from 1 to 5 p.m. Saturday. Band mem-
Moonshine· breakin' out the techno scene 
• :.. ,.. ,,;. ,. .,, '- ., 
·4'iam8t barten 
staff writer 
'ike. Soft. textured, synthesized 
lstriogs: llm:l 'Cfemi~reffects ·really. 
set the mood for what is to fol-
low. 
Glenn Underground repre-
M oonshine Music presents sents well with ''The Wheel," a 
yet another release in its contin- great dance tune set to a mod-
uing efforts to help people dis- erate techno-dance beat. The 
cover what is new in the under- dance beat continues with Per-
ground tech no scene. Psy- petual's "Blueprints," yet another 
chotrance 4 is a compilation of up-tempo dance song with nice 
17 underground European dance drum beats and string effects. 
songs organized and mixed by Sun Children keep things 
Slam (DJs Orde Meikle and Stu- moving with "Seduction," an 
art McMiiian). Slam started in erotic song with passionate 
1988 and is credited with intro- female vocals to support the 
ducing Scotland to Acid House. song i:itle. 
The band also is seen as leaders Blue Spirit change gears a bit 
in the underground techno with "Baby Boogie," a great funk 
traQC'-1&8~ be found a:rossover song. 
D)iilg 1lr!b~r~'lfrng-~81U- • JumpilJ-8, a~ a.. fe?W songs 
and venues. you'll find Srira doing "Rhythm 
The album begins with Envoy Method." This song contains 
doing "Prologue 2," a piece some really great sound effects 
which sounds much like what I and drum beats that are truly 
would expect a spaceship land- unique. 
Ing on my house would sound aRhythm Method" clearly 
soun<k.:dffferent' .thaR' most of board sect.ion. Slam definitely 
the·c:ithef.'songs 011'-tht~-:llbum. ·rtutkes· its 'clG~g statement by l 
Vice/Player Hater perform finishing off this incredible tech-
"Home Boy," yet another left- no trance compilation. 
hand turn in the direction of this Slam has done a great job in 
album. Vice/Player Hater .pre- -gathering some really interesting 
sent some awesome digital cuts by some of Europe's· best 
tones and danceable drum beats techno trance artists. 
that really make you want to It was very interesting to 
move. notice that through this entire 
Space DJz pick up the tempo 70 minute album there are no 
a bit with "Slide On," a quick- pauses between songs. Each 
stepping song with a cool track is mixed to merge well 
melody line. with the next song. The continu-
Naughty & Toilus really shake ity of its music really made this 
up your innards with "Lost disc enjoyable to listen to. 
Point," a nice techno piece with Psychotrance 4 makes for nice 
space-age keybo~rds and enough relaxing mood music. 
bass to make you want to cough P.S. Check out the Moonshine 
up Y.Pj.UjJunp ... '--· - ~- · ..... t'lu~'- -· J-J.~"AA&.~. ~.-+ U~ 
Sk'i'Plti rtf-~6 rtt:"SIWm''itr'llpi" 'Http!! IWWw.h(o't.lH~wrrte:cbQI(: 
things up with both the "Original 
Mix" and the "Claude Young 
Mix" of its song "Dark Forces." 
The "Original" version was 
much better. It had a better beat 
and an incredible bass and key- · 
Various Artists 
Psychotrance 4 & ~ ~=shine Music 
~MtWi\lilfi.llitlm..: 
DllfG:~ ...... 
.... ,;15$15 
~ ........... 
n. A_, lf 11 I (PG t3r 
Dllf 7:1S,IMISM.lwl 
olB!!!D.Bl-.J~~•e -
., o" · h" RH 11 l on Popcorn (I Dr1nk1 
the Verge of the Weekend friday.11.15 .1996 
usic mayhem hits. Eastern 
d'Jill jedlowskl 
verge editor 
roc1ay will kick off a weekend that will be 
sic to your ears" if you are an Eastern 
nt. 
rano Heather Good and trumpet play-
lrian Shaw will perform in the sophomore 
at 12 p.m. in the Dvorak Concert Hall 
Fine Arts Building. Admission is free. 
EIU Collegians Show Choir:, under the 
·on of Robert Hills, also will perform 
first of three annual shows at 7:30 p.m. 
yin Dvorak. 
Hiils said the Collegians show includes 
ances by four groups: the Collegian 
's Ensemble, the Collegian Women's 
ble, the Vocal Jazz Ensemble and the 
Ensemble. 
his will be the debut ·concert of the 
organized Collegian Ensembles. This is 
rst year that we've added any groups to 
EIU Collegians show - usually the Show 
ble is the only group to perform," said 
director of .the EIU CoJ~ns sitl~ 
1985. 
Hills said the performances are staged and 
choreographed to pop music -and jazz, and 
include instrumental accompaniment. · 
"It's a big variety of interchanging shows," 
Hills said. 
The Collegian Men's Ensemble consists of 
1-4 members who will be singing numbers 
such as "Under the Boardwalk" and "It's Still 
Rock and Roll to me," Hills said. The 21-
member Collegian Women's Ensemble will 
perform "Sincerely" anc! "Birth of the Blues." 
Hills said the I 0 singers (five men .and five 
women) of the Vocal Jazz Ensemble will per-
form tunes like "Georgia on my Mind," "Day 
by Day" and "Opus One." 
"The Best of Doo-wop," a SOs medley, will 
be presented by eight couples who are mem-
bers of the Show Ensemble, who also will be 
performing the song "Rhythm of the Night," 
Hills said. 
Ticket prices are $2 for students and 
senior citizens and $3 for the general public. 
On Saturday, the Fine Arts Building and 
Jhe Unlverslt1 UniQJ\ wiU host the fMEA 1Disr 
itrl<it' V ~tival an4 G:-onference ~ a! freej<daJI-
long musical event. 
More than 3,000 high school and junior 
high school musician_s and their t~achers, 
parents and friends will attend the festival. 
Bands from 88 schools in this district will 
take part in this musical event. Charleston 
Junior and Senior High and Mattoon junior 
and Senior High schools are among the local 
schools participating, according to a press 
release. 
Coordinated by Kent Ingrum, District V 
president, and Joseph Martin, assistant chair 
of the music department, the festival will 
host guest conductors Sam Fagaly (senior 
jazz band), Joseph Manfredo (senior jazz 
band) and Donald Tracy (senior orchestra) 
from the music department. 
Eastern's Symphonic Wind Ensemble will 
play under the direction of Joseph Manfre-
do at 3. p.m. Sunday in Dvorak Concert 
Hall. 
Musical selections to be pe-rformed 
include "Amazing Grace" and "The Emblem 
of Unity March," according to a press 
-trelease. 1 , ,b9 l'J:JX9l _ 
Gra-duare aRd t1ndergra~anell>tatleJJCh• 
ew CD. rele~se keeps tradition alive 
aul Cebar and the Milwaukeeans to open for BoDeans in Urbana 
c4'Jchuck burke 
staff writer 
the wake of their nationwide 
cess earlier this year, Paul 
ar and the Milwaukeeans 
unabated with a five-song 
I Can't Dance for You. 
the strength of "Didn't Leave 
flo ~" ~ve,l;iieavy 
sirgle ~ sprung them from 
bars and clubs of their name-
city in Wisconsin, the sharp-
ed Milwaukeeans and their 
h. red-bearded front man 
a respectable following with 
adroitly meshed blues-swing-
calypso sound. ists McKinley Perkins and Reggie 
The Milwaukeeans' output Bordeaux. 
resembles what Van Morrison . The album then slides into a live 
might have sounded like had he cut of "Didn't Leave Me No Lad-
grown up ifl Chicago instead of Ire- der." Highlighting the track are Bob 
land, earning his keep as a mendi- Jennings' swooning ·saxophone 
cant songwriter playing the city's solos and James Brown-influenced 
dingy blues bars. sp\Jrts from the depths of Cebar's 
Released in August. the EP starts larynx. 
off with its title track, "I Can't Three previously unreleased 
Dance For You," a selection from songs cap off the EP. A harmonic 
. psuoke (o~ d.Je~fi,Q~toflt. . .a v;s:ortt: .infl~19(P,ii~~u~.~~~~);: 
the band released ·earfier this year. Mike Kashou s twangy bass line 
Cebar's resonating, gravel-throated keep "(What Say We) Laugh a Lot" 
vocals become just as much an one notch above mediocre. 
instrument as hi$ guitar. Terry Vittone with his slide and 
Pervading the flow of the MU- lap steel guitars adds to the mellow 
waukeeans' songs is the skilled, complexity of "Shakes for .Me." 
African-tinged beat of percussion- And Cebar sprinkles surf-guitar 
chords and bluesy solos into the 
harmonic backbeat of "Let Me 
Love You Up." 
The Milwaukeeans will open for 
the BoDeans at 8 p.m. tonight at 
the Foellinger Auditorium, 708 S. 
Matthews, in Urbana. The doors 
open at 7 p.m:, and tickets cost 
$15 for students and $17 for 
everybody else. 
.~ . :1 ; ~ !!j \.; 1o• I 
' r 'PAlJ( CEBMr &"ml"' ' 1 
MILWAUKEEANS 
I CAN'T DANCE FOR 
YOU 
ft; I ,fl DON'T RECORDS 
\_§ ® DANK 
~'Rue~· 
Happy I-Dar Bou 
.... ,, ...... . 
anderoost Hawe 
........ _ .. , 
Sapermant 
L•••• Hllm a. "lls 
Happy B-Oay Squid 
How's Your Faf sa? 
Love, 
The Purple G's I 
1 
Mike - Happy. llrd! 
Wishing you the 
best on your 
birthday! 
Love Always, 
Heather 
Ga al Sam Goody 1~~· MUIU, 
10W md ll1XXBUS1TR 
VIOO) wilh lhe Member Benefit Qud 
ADS' Ulha.a MllstaOade 
A aedil, cab md a1lq cud thal 
briqp )QI disauus on USAit Ard 
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To sign up. look for us on ampa or call 
I 800 654·0471 
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Ydur True Choice 
8'triday. l l.15.96 classified advertising ./ltrie Verge of tte W 
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Help Wanted 
NEED CASH? WE BUY cd's, 
tapes, video games. Music 
Exchange.234-3668 
------~-~12/9 
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOY-
MENT-Earn up to $25-$45/hour 
teaching basic conversational 
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. 
Korea. No teaching background 
of Asian languages required. For 
info. call: (206) 971-3570 ext. 
J57382 
_________ 11/20 
HEY EASTERN STUDENTS! 
THE HOLIDAY SEASON IS 
HERE AGAIN. Prairie View Care 
Center invites volunteers to 
donate their time and ·talents to 
our residents. Contact: 
Debbie/Marsha 716 18th Street 
Charleston 345-7054. 
_________ 11115 
CHRISTMAS IS COMING AVON 
HAS LOTS OF GIFTABLES. Earn 
extra money now. 345-4197. 
_________ 11/15 
EARN AN EXCELLENT SALARY 
WHILE EXPERIENCING A DIF-
FERENT part of the country as 
an American Nanny! $175-$350 a 
week PLUS room and board! All 
expenses paid by the family. Go 
with the best referral service. Call 
1-800-937-NANt for a free 
brochure. 
-----"--'--"---~1V1.B 
$1 OOO's POSSIBLE TYPING. 
Part Time. At Home. foll Free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext. T-2262 for 
L,istings. 
_________ 11/15 
ATTENDANCE SPECIALIST IN 
MATTOON AND DOUGLAS 
COUNTY-need valid Illinois 
Teaching Certificate-include letter 
of application, resume and copy 
of Teaching Certificate. Deadline 
December 2. Bobbi Mattingly 
Regional Office of Education 730 
7th St. Charleston. 
_________ 11/18 
Wanted 
SPRING BREAK '97. LOWEST 
PRICES TO FLORIDA, 
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS, 
& CARNIVAL CRUISES. HIRING 
CAMPUS REPS. ENDLESS 
SUMMER TOURS. 1-800-234-
7007 
-----~~-~1V9 
Adoption 
PLAYFUL PUPPY NEEDS PLAY-
MATE! teacher/electronics engi-
neer long to provide child with 
loving, secure home. Can share 
love, laughter, and bright future 
on our farm. We'd love to help 
you while you help us. Call Pam 
ol"Tim collect. {217) 762-9619 
_________ 11119 
Adopti_o_n ___ 
ADOPTION:A LIFETIME OF 
LOVE AND LAUGHTER, STO-
RYBOOKS AND A BIG BACK-
YARD. Electrical Engineer dad 
and a stay-at-home social worker 
mom eagerly look forward to 
sharing all of this and more with 
your baby. Call Barbara and Joe 
toll free at 1-800-484-7983 
access code 9655. Together we 
can plan a happy and secure 
future for your baby. Out .attorney 
Theresa Hardesty: (309) 892-
1087 (collect)'. Your adoption 
advocate: 1-800-852-4294. 
_________ 11121 
Roommates 
CLEAN ROOMMATES NEEDED. 
Big furnished Apt. on 6th Sl $135 
+ utilities. Call Ivan 345-9275. 
. 11/15 
LOOKING FOR MATURE NON-
SMOKING, QUIET ROOMMATE 
to share 2 bedroom apartment. 
$260/month. Free cable Call Julie 
ar 345-3570 · 
11/22 
FOR NEXT SEMESTER OWN 
ROOM. Free water, trash, cable. 
Washer/Dryer. $195.00/mo. 348-
5362. 
_____ -tl/22 
Sublessors 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED 
Spring '97'.. House close to cam-
pus. Own room. Free garbage 
and parking. $125/mo. Call Angie 
345-7570 
_________ 11/21 
2 SUBLESSORS- HOUSE 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Own 
rooms. Cable, parking, trash 
included. Spring semester. 348-
0877 
_________ 11120 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED, Spring 
Semester ·97, $167.75/month. + 
utilities. Female Please. Call Kim 
348-1466 
_________ 11120 
1 FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED Spring '97. Great, nice clean 
apt. Own room. 1 block from 
campus. 348-7627 
_________ 11115 
DELUXE SLEEPING ROOM 
available for clean, quiet, non-
smoker. Kitchen/laundry privi-
leges. 345-1160 or 345-2564. 
_________ 11/15 
SUBLEASE FOR TWO bedroom 
furnished Apartment from begin-
ning Spring Semester. 
$450/Month negotiable. All utili-
ties included. 345-7559 Close to 
Campus. 
_________ 11/15 
SPACIOUS . EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENT-Uptown area 
$275/month includes parking, 
trash, water, and heat. Great 
value for spring and summer. 
Pets welcome. Call 348-5528. 
_________ 11/21-
The Daily Eastern News 
CJassifi~ Ad Form 
Name=---~----~-------~ 
Address: _______________ _ 
Under Classification of:--- -----------
Expiration code (office use only) ________ ~--
Person accepting ad. ______ Composltor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment Cl Cash Cl Check Cl Credit 
Check number _____ _ 
Phone: _______ Student O Yes 0 No 
Dates to run ---------------
Ad to read: 
20 cents 
utive da· 
day. 10 
Student 
r 
word f.r:t day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
:eafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
1ust be paid in advance. 
>LINE 2'P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
1e News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
• " • "'• "'• " • • · ,.·sonsidere<t libelous or in bad taste. 
Sublessors 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR WANTED 
SPRING 97. Royal Heights 
$154/month. If inlerested call 
348-6202. 
_________ 11/15 
FEMALE SUBLESSPR NEED-
ED. Big, furnished bedroom. Low 
rent. Call Kendall 345-1603. 
_________ 11/18 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED. $195/MO. INC. ALL UTILI-
TIES. Own room. Call 581-5156 
or 1-800-700-1263. 
12/9 S __ U_B_L_E~S~S-O_R_N_E_E_D~E~D,--FOR 
.SPRING SEMESTER. Ranch 
House, central heat/air, Pets 
allowed, but no dogs. $250/mo. 
345-9398 leave message 
----'--_____ 11/22 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED. NICE HOUSE, GREAT 
LOCATION. $200/mo. plus utili-
ties. 345-7481. · 
_________ 11/18 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED SPRING 
'97. Own room, $165/mo. No 
deposit required. Move iri imme-
diately! Call 348-8275. 
_________ 11/19 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR WANTED 
10th Street close to campus. 
Reasonable rent, nice apt. own 
room, 345-2138 
11119 2--B-E~D-R_O_O~M--F-U=R~N....,ISHED 
APARTMENT FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER. Water/garbage 
paid. McArther Manor 345-6921. 
--------~1V1 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR 
SPRING '97 Only $170/month 
and utilities. Close to campus. 
Call 348-0114 or leave a mes-
sage. 
_________ 11/22 
1~ SUBLESSORS NEEDED 
FOR furnished 1 bdrm. apt. for 
Spring '97. Across the street from 
campus. Call 345-4019. 
_________ 11/20 
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for 
1 bdrm apt. for spring '97. Call 
348-6372 Leave message. 
________ 11/182 
For Rent 
2 PEOPLE NEEDED for Spring. 
Big House. $160/month. includes 
phone, desks, cable, 
washer/dryer. Nathan or Ben 345-
5185 
_________ 11122 
• SPRING SEMESTER· 3 bedroom 
apartment near campus. Phone 
345-2416 
_________ 11/15 
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APART-
MENT. FURNISHED. DISH-
WASHER. GARBAGE DISPOS-
AL. TRASH PAID. CALL 345-
2363. SPRING APARTMENT 
AVAILABLE. 
_________ 1216 
1 FEMALE NEEDED TO FILL 
VACANCY FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER. CALL 345-7136. 
_________ 11/15 
For Rent _ 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN 
HOME FOR 2,3 OR 4 PEOPLE. 
FURNISHED. DISHWASHER. 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL. TRASH 
PAID. CALL 345-2363. SPRING 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE: 
_________ 1V6 
NICE ONE BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APT. NEAR CAMPUS. 
For Spring + Summer semesters. 
345-6000. 
--~----=---=11/15 
NICE FURNISHED STUDIO 
APARTMENT for Spring and 
Summer Semesters. 345-6000 
.--,,--.....,-----=-,--11/19-
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997. 
McArthur Manor. Quiet-furnished 
2 bedroom apartment. 345-2231 
-------~-..,,1V6 
NICE APARTMENT FOR COU-
PLE, newly remodeled furnished 
with range, . refrigerator, 
microwave, washer & dryer, & 
trash. 2 blocks from campus. Call 
345-2784 between 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
11118 
For Sale 
1991 GEO STORM. 72,000 
MILES $4,000.00. If interested 
• call: 345-2161. 
11/15 M __ O_N_G_O_O_S_E--SW-IT,,..C-H-BACK 
Mountain Bike. $175 obo 348-
8027 
__:. ___ _,... ___ 11115 
Lost & Found 
FOUND IN BLAIR HALL- Lady's 
watch and lady's glasses. Identify 
to claim at 209 Blair Hall. 
_________ 11/15 
Announcements 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! 
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORSlll NO REPAYMENTS, 
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435 
_________ 1V9 
PROFESStONAL 
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS 
Member of the Professional 
Association of Resume Writers. 
The Career Connection 348-
8030. 
_________ 11/20 
DISNEY-BAHAMA CRUISE 
Seven days- six nights $396 per 
couple. 407851-6008 ext. 8. 
_________ 11/22 
BUYING STARWARS, 
Superpowers, Planet of the Apes, 
other foys. Midgard Comics. 348-
8368 
---------11/22 
BRIAN PIERCE OF SIGMA P,HI 
EPSILON, thanks for everything. 
We're very Grateful. See you 
tonight! Love, the Alpha Garns. 
________ 11/15_ 
ACROSS 
f eetwc:tere. for 
one 
• Relief work? 
tt Part of the 
stratosphere 
•Leeslde? 
"Practlcally'stiff 
nAlpinlsl 
•S&le& 
·-Enterprise 
40 Fin> eldr? 
~ Ticide pink 
•Onea>gotng 
along 
81 Test-lube glass 
DOWN t• Hope/Crosby 
film of 1947 41 Suffix With fruit 1. Business orgs. 
names 1 Hospital addition 
41 Uke some :I Pete Wiison, e.g. u Yuppie'ualwy, 
Announcements 
CURRENTLY SEEKING AIDS 
AWARENESS WEEK COMMIT-
TEE members. Campaign sched-
uled in Jan. We need to get on 
the ball. For info contact Holly @ 
581-7015 
_________ 1V6 
WHAT'S THE FIRST YEAR OF 
LAW SCHOOL REALLY LIKE? 
Two EIU alumni now attending 
law school will speak: Friday 
November 15 at 2:30 p.m. in CH 
326 Sponsor: EIU Law Society 
_________ 11/15 
PEER EDUCATION APPLICA-
TIONS ARE DUE TO THE 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
RESOURCE CENTER BY FRI-
DAY, NOVEMBER 22nd AT 4 
P.M. If you have problems or 
questions call Eric at 58.:1-7015 or 
E-mail at cgesd. 
_________ 11118 
DESPERADO'S C.D. 
EXCHANGE. LOCATED AT 1414 
6TH STREET (FORMERLY 
COACH EDDY'S) We buy and 
sell used C.D.'s. We carry a wide 
variety of incense, posters, and !-
shirts. M-Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m., 
Sundays 11 a.m.-6 p.m. 345-
2115. Most CD's $5.99-7.99 
_________ 11122 
RUGBY SEMI-FORMAL THURS. 
Nov. 21 . For tickets or more info 
call Jenny '(345-6445) or Michele 
(581-8073). 
_________ 11115 
SEIZED CARS from $1 
Porsches, Cadillacs, Ch 
BMW's, Corvettes. Also J 
4WD's. Your Area. Toll FM 
800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 
current listings. 
HEY CEZAR, STU,0~ 
DAVE A., AND SCOTT, 
up for formal guys! Reme 
the table by the barl And my 
only goes 100 mph! Love, Mi 
YO ALPHAS, Have fun 
Jenny Jones Show. Take 
pictures. Love, Your Sisters. 
. ~1 
-HEY ALPHAS, Find )'<lilt P. 
and get ready for Pajama 
The men of Sigma Nu. 
HEY ALPHA GAMS 
DATES ... get ready for a 
evening! See you there! 
APO active m_eeting Sunday November 17 at 8 p.m. in 
Charleston/Mattoon Room-MLK Union. 
KAPPA ALPHA PSI party at the Kappa House. 
UNITY FELLOWSHIP GOSPEL CHOIR "Are You Ready" c 
Sunday November 17 at 6 p.m. in the University Ballroom-MU( U 
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER Thanksgiving Baskets will be 
ered Saturday November 16 from 2-4 p.m. If you want to help cal 
office at 348-0230 today and meet at Newman. 
BATTLE OF THE BANDS-Finish up Habitat Week with a bang! 
out Battle of the Bands oil Sunday November 17 featuring William 
Dark Eden and Backbone at the Dungeon from 6-9 p.m. 
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY Work Day in Mattoon on Satu 
November 16 from 8-'l a.m. V:Je will leave from Taylor. 
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Thanksgiving Meal T 
1C!J.me enjoy a full Thanksgiving meal on Sunday at 7 p.m. at 
,l!fjnanuei Wtt:leran Church. Bring a canned good for the /l#ledy. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held on Sun~ 
a.m. and 9 p.m. in the Coleman-Auditorium. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Monastery Coffee House will be 
on Saturday November 16 from 9 p.m. - 12 midnight at the C 
the comer of 9th and Lincoln. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER The annual Thanksgiving Din 
be this Sunday at 5:30 p.m. at the Newman Center. 
DELTA SIGMA THETA Single parents Thanksgiving Dinner is 
November 17 at 4:30 p.m. at Greek Court Commons Area. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY 
any non-orofit. camous organizational event. All Clips should be subm 
The Daily eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BE 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday sh 
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEA 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip 
illegible or ~ntains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips 
edited for available space. 
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AAMULT OF Pl KAPPA 
: We hope our awesome 
Man has a great Birthday! 
The Sig Kaps. 
11/15 --=e"""K-:-:-=c-=ON~G-R-AT_S_ON V.P. 
EP! You'll do a great job. 
Staph 
.-:=-:-=~ ___ 11 /15 
EY STONE: Congrats I 
u could do it! Sigma 
h 
Pt-::-----11/15 ROWN OF PHI SIGMA 
ongratulations on win-
. Affairs Director for 
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EY STONE: Congrats I 
could do it! Sigma 
h 
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Congratulations on win-
demic Affairs Director for 
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official 
Announcements 
JASON AMATO·, Thanks for 
everything! I owe you one! 
Heather. 
~,.-,--_____ 11/15 
DELTA CHI'S TO THE '97 EXEC 
BOARD-You will all do a wonder-
ful job! Congratulations! Love, 
Jen . 
________ 11/15 
CONGRATULATIONS LYNDA 
SURANE OF ALPHA StGMA 
ALPHA on getting Rho Chil Love, 
YourAGS. 
.---~----11/15 
LYNDA SURANE OF ASA: 
Congratulations on Rho Chi! Your 
mom is so proud of you! Love, 
Dolly . 
________ 11/15 
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA PHI 
EPSILON:! had a wonderful year 
being your sweetheart. It was a 
. great honor representing your 
house. Thank you for all the good 
times we have shared. You have 
given me a year full of unforget-
table memories! I will miss you 
guys! Tau Love, Christie. 
________ 11/15 
4:00 CLUB AT MOTHER'S 
TONIGHT featuring Chronic Itch, 
beer specials and giveaways. 
Chronic Itch will being giving 
away $10 every 20 minutes. 
________ 11/15 
MRO.f'I ANDERS9N OF StG 
Pl :Cohg'ralulat1oris on AST 
Sweetheart. Love, Your Mother-
In-Law 
________ 11/15 
CAMPUS mcdonald's WILL BE 
OPEN SATURDAY NOVEMBER 
16th FROM 11 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
Between 11 a.m. and 12 p.m. 
when EIU students purchase an 
extra value meal, they will receive 
a coupon for a free sandwich on 
their next visit. Students must 
show their ID. 
________ 11/15 
Advertise in this space right here 
--- =~~--HA-00 
...... for detail 
• no ices 
Ollicial Notices are paid for by the Office of Univelsity Publications. 
Oiestions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator. 
LTH SERVICE FALL BREAK-The Health Service will be 
Saturday, November 23. The office will be open November 
• 'Z1 8 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. No medical or pre-
ion service will be available. The Health Service will be 
November 28, 29, and 30 for the Thanksgiving holiday. Full 
will resume Monday, December 2, at 7:30 a.m.-Margaret 
, Staff Secretary 
FARM FELLOWSHIPS-Applications are available for the 
State Farm Exceptional Student Fellowships. Eligibility 
nts: (1)Full-time college junior or senior; (2) Majoring in 
-related field; (3) Demonstrated leadership in eX1racur-
actMties; (4) Minimum GPA of 3.6 on a 4.0 scale; and (5) 
· en. Please see Pat Hill in 307 Lumpkin Hall for inforrna-
lication. Application deadline is February 15, 1997.-Pat 
holarship Coordinator, Lumpkin College of Business & 
Sciences 
ftST-The TAP (Tests for Achievement and Proficiency) test 
~given on Saturday, December 7. Passing scores on the 
are required for University Approval to Take Teacher 
tion Courses. Registration: Register for the TAP (with 
ID) at the Test Registration Booth in the Union at least 
(7) days prior to the test date. The fee ($15 for first admin-
• $10 for retakes) ·will be billed to the student's University 
. For special accommodations or additional information, 
Testing Services (581-5986).-Mary Ellen Varble, Chair, 
Teaching Dept. 
EXAM CHANGES-Students who haye three final exami-
scheduled for one day may change the date of one of the 
I txaminations with the approval of the INSTRUCTOR. 
1B for changes for medical or personal emergencies may 
be considered. In cases not resolved between the student 
the instructor, the Dean, Enrollment Management 116 Old 
, will seek resolution. Students are discouraged from request-
ctors to deviate from the published examination schedule. 
of personal convenience such as work, transportation 
ments, or vacation plans do not constitute grounds for 
al of examination change requests.-Frank Hohengarten, 
, Enrollment Management 
DENT TEACHING MEETING-Placement information for all 
uals who want to apply to student teach in Fall 1997 or 
1998 will be distributed during a general meeting to be held 
Grand Ballroom of the University Union on Wednesday, 
r 20, from noon to 1 p.m. This general meeting will not 
led. PLACEMENT INFORMATION WILL NOT BE GIVEN 
PRIOR TO THIS MEETING. Important information will be 
so plan to attend.-Or. Mary Ellen Varble, Chair, Student 
Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Doonesbury BY GARAY TRUDEAU 
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE SPRING 1996 
FINAL I MON I TUE WED I THU FRI TIMEJDAY I S.DEC-96 16-DEC-96 11-0EC-96 
I 
12-DEC-96 13-DEC-96 
8:00.10:00 M 90(J(9:00 am) 1 T 800 (8:00 am) T 900 !9:00 am! M 800 (8:00 am) I makeup/arranged I 
makeup/arranged T930 9:30am 
10:15-12:15 j T 1000 (10:00 am) M 1100 (11:00 am) M 1000 (10:00 am) T 1100 (11:0Qam) makeup/arranged 
makeuP/arranoed __ L -
12:30-2:30 I M 1400 (2:00 pm) M 1300 (1:00 pm) T 1300 (1:~) T 1500 (3:00pm) 
T 1400 12,00 pm) I • 1500 )1110 ".:l 
T 1530 (3:30 pm) 
maketn'arranged 
2:45-4:45 J T 1200 (12:00 pm) M 1200 (noon) 
I T 1600 (4:00 pm) makeup arrang 5:15-7:15 w 1600 (4:00 pm) R 1600 (4:00 pm) M 1600 (4:00pm) I T 1700 (5:00 pm) makeup/arranged R 1700 (5:00 pm) makeup/arranged 
ma~arranged makeup/arranged 
7:30-9:30 I T 1800 ~:00 pnil W 1800 ~:00 pml R 1800 !6:00 pml M 1800f6:00pm) T 1900 :OOpm W1900 :OOpm R 1900 7:00 pm M 1900 7:00pm)I 
I makeup/arranged makeup/arranged 
Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of the week irrespective of whether the 
first hour is classroom or laboratory activity. 
Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour of the mul~le·hour block. 
A M-. T-, W-, or A· prefix indicates whether the first class da'f of the week is Monda'{, Tuesday, Wednesday, or 
Thursday .. For example, M 800 indicates the scheduled time for the final examination in a class having its first class 
hour meeting of the week at 800 on Monday, R 1900 is a class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 1900 
on Tt.lrsday, etc 
Final examination periods indicated ln the above schedule as "makeup/ananged' are to be used only in cases where: 
a. The first class_ hour meeting of the week does not conform to one of these schedule patterns; 
• b. The meeting Urne of the class appears in the Semester Class Schedule as "ARR"; 
c. A student obtains an approved examination change. • 
Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the instructor and, if given, should 
be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the term. 
Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion of the instructor and, if given, 
are to conform to the schedule patterns established herein. 
Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specifically exempted under the provisions of #5 andlor #6 
above, or 11/ departmental recommendation. 
Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without prior approval of the instructor in 
accoldance with guidelines monitored l1J the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval of the Department 
Chair and the Dean of the College in accordance with guidelines monitored 11J the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
Frank Hohengarten, Dean Enrollment Management 
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.g1he Verge of the WeekeOO 
Phish remains flawless Weekend Specials 
'4'kelth selz 
staff writer 
The Vermont-based rock group, Phish, deliv-
ered a flawless show Nov. 8 at the Assembly Hall 
in Champaign. 
Picking up where the Grateful Dead left off, 
Phish has found it's way to become the next 
great cult-following band with their creative 
Improvisational jams and ever-changing set lists. 
Phish is known for their innovative musical tar.. 
ent provided by lead guitarist Trey Anastasio, 
bassist Mike Gordon, keyboardist Page 
McConnell and drummer Jon Fishman. 
Phish began their show with a fast and furious 
first set, with their performance of the hand-
clapping, boot-stomping song "Runaway Jim." 
The band continued to speed through the first 
set, only slowing down for the mystical song 
"Prince Caspian." 
Phish ended its first set with a dynamic version 
of "Run Like an Antelope." Anastasio had the 
crowd in a frenzl.- as .h.e- .Sfr~a_(!lecl the lyrics, 
"You've got to-~~·*' ~f.-u>n-
trol." ~ 
After a short break, Phish came back to play a 
slower and shorter second set. 
They started with "Also Sprach Zarathustra", 
better known as the theme song from the movie 
"200 I : A Sapce Odyssey." 
The second set· also featured crowd favorites 
such as "Bouncing Around the Room" and 
"Simple." 
A surprise came later in the set when Phish 
·sang "The Star-Spangled Banner." Anastasio told 
the cr.owd that band members needed to prac-
tice the song because they were scheduled to 
perform It before a Minnesota Timberwolves 
game. 
Phish ended the show with "Theme from the 
Bottom" - a song from their latest album Billy 
Breathes. 
The show on Friday proved that Phish is one 
of the most musically talented bands around. In 
times where radio and MTV are ruled by talent-
less guitar bashing bands, it's nice to know that at 
least one group has the creativity and talent to 
make it big without the help and commercializa-
tion of today's industry. 
r r 
I 
NOVEMBER 1996 
PHISH CONCERT AT 
ASSEMBLY HALL, 
CHAMPAIGN 
When We Say We Ad 
Match Competitors Ads 
WE DO IT!! 
Corner of 4th and Lincoln 
345-2844 DELIVERY 345-2844 
11:00 am to 1:30 am 
We accept Visa, Mastercard, and Discover 
r---------,r---------, 1 Large 11 Small - 1 
I 1 TQpping Pizza 11 1 tqpping_Pizza I 
I and Qt. of Coke for 11 and Qt. ofCoke for I L ___ ~z~ ___ JL---~~~---J 
TONlGHT! 
I _. AT:.PANnotER 
- 9:30 pm: ..3:00 
Open Fri., Sat., 
Nlghfs 
348-0288 
18 to enter 
SAME LOW PRICES 
at BOTH LOCATIONS! 
Eaststde Super Saver 
960 18th St. - Charleston 
.. SERVICES .. 
we RESERVE THE 
RIGHT TO LIMIT 
QUANTITIES GJ. . g 
• Money Orders • 39¢ • Food Stamps Accepted • 
• Postage Stamps • Lotto • 
• Coupons Accepted • Copy Service • 
'Tfian/&giving 
Feas-1 of Savings/ 
DORITOS Kellogg·sruCE KRISPIE 
Nabisco 
Air Crisps. • • • • • 
Minute Maid 
Orange Juice • • • • 
9~5ozBag 2 s500 
l 2.3oz or I 6oz Bo 
Nabisco Prairie Farms s 1 Cottage Cheese .. 2~z.cin. 
Hills Bros. 
Coffee. • • • • • • • 
Ultra Dawn 
Dish ·Liquid . • • • • • 
ons Nabisco 
Chips Ahoy! 
g 7 Selected Varities 
..,..___...;12 IN. 
C:hiP\Aho~! 
~#~~ 
